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2
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University College London,
Gower Street, London, WC1E 6BT, United Kingdom.
This lecture series was given in February 2015 as part of the International Joint Chairs Programme
at the Università degli Study di Roma – Tor Vergata (Italy). They provide an introduction to contemporary neutron science, including the foundations of neutron-scattering techniques, a survey of
applications in condensed-matter research, neutron production and utilisation, and the use of computational materials modelling to add value to increasinly complex experimental studies. The first
lecture gives an overview of neutron scattering with an emphasis on the merits and strengths of the
technique in comparison with other probes, followed by a presentation of the general formalism to
calculate and understand neutron-scattering observables. The second lecture applies the concepts
introduced above to specific situations, including the mathematical formalism needed to describe
the time-averaged and dynamical response of ordered and disordered matter. The third lecture
provides an up-to-date account of neutron production and instrumentation, with an emphasis on
the increasing use of accelerator technology to produce pulsed neutron beams. A number of recent
and ongoing projects around the globe to build both small- and large-scale facilities are described,
alongside emerging concepts aimed at maximising neutron production in the foreseeable future.
The fourth and last lecture introduces the use of first-principles materials modelling to interpret
neutron-scattering data and design new experiments, a growing area of synergy across experiment
and theory. In this respect, this last lecture constitutes the in silico counterpart of the preceding
three, and explores in some depth the rationale underpinning the need for computational experiments in the context of neutron science and the benefits derived from this increasingly important
synergy. All throughout this lecture series, key concepts are illustrated by reference to recent work on
phenomena of technological relevance including gas storage and sequestration in nanoporous materials, nanostructured matter, ionic conduction and charge storage, chemical catalysis, and quantum
phenomena.

The primary objective of this lecture series is to provide a self-contained introduction to contemporary neutron science. They were first presented in February 2015
as part of International Joint Chairs Programme supported by the Università degli Study di Roma – Tor Vergata (Italy). Course materials have been primarily drawn
from: the recent thematic volume Neutron Scattering –
Fundamentals;1 a number of lectures and courses given at
University College London,2 Oxford University,3 Università degli Study di Milano – Bicocca,4 and the Cockcroft
Institute;5 and recent research carried out primarily at
the ISIS Facility6 and, in particular, by the ISIS Molecular Spectroscopy Group.7,8 The primary audience are
graduate or advanced undergraduate students in physics,
chemistry, materials science, and engineering seeking to
explore the use of neutron-scattering techniques in their
specific areas of research. Each lecture has been designed
to last for two hours, and the entire series could be delivered quite comfortably over a two-week period. Participants are expected to have a working knowledge of
quantum mechanics, crystallography, and spectroscopy
at a level typically covered during a first degree in the
physical sciences.
Lecture I (Fundamentals) is primarily concerned with
the why, that is, why neutron scattering is the technique

par excellence to explore where atoms are (structure) and
what atoms do (dynamics). To provide a relevant starting
point, a number of recent and ongoing projects involving
the Italian community9–13 are first presented, followed
by a qualitative account of neutron-matter interactions
and the definition of fundamental observables such as total and diﬀerential scattering cross sections for elastic
and inelastic processes. The latter task includes explicit
calculations of count rates in neutron-scattering experiments, to illustrate the quantitative character of the technique. Recent examples to illustrate basic concepts and
terminology are given in topical research areas such as
materials for energy applications14 or quantum matter,15
with an emphasis on nuclear scattering and spectroscopic
studies. This discussion is complemented by a comparison between neutron scattering and other techniques such
as photon-based spectroscopies (both X-ray and optical),
nuclear magnetic resonance, and dielectric spectroscopy.
A discussion of the main pro et contra of neutron scattering wraps up this discussion, with a view to exploring
these in more depth in subsequent lectures. This semiquantitative account is then extended by introducing the
basic formalism of neutron scattering during the second
part of this lecture. Although we necessarily need to
make recourse to a fair amount of mathematics, emphasis
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is placed on gaining an intuitive understanding of the underlying formalism, as opposed to attaining the requisite
level of mathematical dexterity to derive specific results
from first principles. In this spirit, we adopt a rigorous
definition of the (single) Diﬀerential Cross Section (DCS)
in terms of a total transition rate between initial and final states of the neutron-target system. This quantity
is evaluated using Fermi’s Golden Rule and generalized
to include the exchange of energy between neutron and
target. Using the Master Formula, we link the Double
Diﬀerential Cross Section (DDCS) to a sum of transition
probabilities. The Master Formula is then evaluated for
the case of nuclear scattering by an extended ensemble
of atoms representing a generic material. This exercise
is a useful one so as to illustrate the importance of a
time-dependent picture to express the DDCS in terms
of a thermal average of spatio-temporal correlation functions weighted by products of scattering lengths, naturally leading to the decoupling between nuclear parameters (scattering lengths, the realm of nuclear physics) and
the intrinsic spatial and temporal correlations of the system (quantities of interest to the condensed-matter scientist). The concepts of coherent and incoherent scattering
can be derived from these considerations in terms of an
average scattering length (coherent scattering) and its
associated variance owing to intrinsic spin or isotope disorder (incoherent scattering). This first lecture concludes
with a formal definition of scattering laws (or dynamic
structure factors) and associated intermediate scattering
functions. In preparation for the next session, students
are asked to think of a definition of a solid. For a more
detailed presentation of the concepts presented in this
lecture, including the interaction of neutrons with electron and nuclear spins, the reader is referred to Chapter
1 and the Appendix in Ref. 1.
Building upon the conceptual framework presented
above, Lecture II (Applications) addresses the what, i.e.,
what is neutron scattering useful for? It kicks oﬀ with
a group discussion of what a solid is and oﬀers an operational definition of a so-called canonical solid as a
physical system in which each atom has a well-defined
(and fixed) equilibrium position over the duration of the
measurement. We stress that this definition includes disordered materials such as metastable states of matter
(i.e., glasses), of certain relevance to contemporary materials research. It excludes quantum systems like helium
where intrinsic quantum-mechanical delocalization of individual atomic species requires a many-body treatment
from the outset. It also excludes an increasingly relevant class of systems (typically regarded as solids) where
atoms can undergo translational diﬀusion (i.e., the anode and cathode materials in the battery of your mobile phone). From a conceptual viewpoint, our definition of a canonical solid brings to the fore the importance of time-dependent properties (dynamics) in establishing the nature of scattering observables. With this
definition in mind, scattering functions for the canonical solid are derived and then specialized to the cases of

harmonic displacements and ordered systems. Explicit
expressions are given and illustrated with recent examples for the case of coherent16 and incoherent17 inelastic scattering. The former case illustrates the measurement of phonon-dispersion relations in crystalline materials, a well-known and celebrated case with many examples to be found in conventional texts. The latter
case and, in particular, its use in the study of hydrogenous materials is perhaps less known to the audience, yet
these data are also relatively straightforward to interpret
for those already familiar with Raman scattering or infrared spectroscopy. To fill this gap, reference is given to
an extensive compilation of inelastic neutron-scattering
data.18 We also take the opportunity to introduce the
direct link between inelastic neutron-scattering data and
state-of-the-art computational modelling techniques,19,20
as well as recent applications in chemical catalysis21–24
and molecular25–30 and macromolecular31–37 intercalation in nanoporous and layered materials. As complement to the above, we extend the above presentation
to illustrate the use of low-energy neutron spectroscopy
in the study of Terahertz vibrations in supramolecular
frameworks,38 quantum-mechanical tunnelling of molecular adsorbates,39 and quantum rotations.27,28,30,40 The
examples provided in this dicussion also bring to the fore
the need for the development of increasingly complex
sample-environment equipment to emulate realistic conditions,41 the use of complementary techniques alongside
neutron measurements,42 and industrial applications.43
Moving beyond the concept of a canonical solid requires revisiting the definition of the scattering functions
introduced earlier and, in particular, taking a closer look
at their counterparts in both real time and space (Van
Hove correlation functions). To this end, structure factors are re-cast in terms of particle-density operators and
these quantities are then related to (experimentally accessible) DCSs and DDCSs. This approach constitutes
the essence of so-called total scattering techniques, as illustrated by the classic case of liquid argon44 or metal-ion
solvation in aqueous media.45 For an up-to-date compilation of neutron data for disordered materials, the reader
is also referred to Ref. 46. A closer look at the properties
of the DDCS and associated dynamic structure factor
starts with a qualitative analysis of the incoherent and
coherent scattering functions for liquid argon and it is put
on firmer mathematical grounds in terms of its moments
and conditions of reality and detailed balance. These
fundamental properties of the dynamic structure factor
are further analysed within the context of the static and
impulse approximations. The static approximation constitutes the starting point for total-scattering measurements, best performed via the use of epithermal neutrons
from spallation neutron sources. Likewise, the impulse
approximation constitutes the starting point for a discussion of neutron-Compton-scattering techniques, a unique
area of research for electron-volt neutrons, including fundamental studies of water,47–50 hydrogen-storage materials51–53 or ferroelectrics,54,55 not to forget requisite and
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parallel developments and advances in instrumentation
(see Refs. 56–61 and references therein). To close this discussion on non-canonical solids, the case of stochastic diffusion and relaxation in liquids is considered by explicit
reference to quasielastic neutron-scattering experiments
on liquid hydrogen fluoride.62,63 The most salient features
of the dynamic structure factor of simple liquids are illustrated via recourse to an explicit model for a diatomic
fluid, including the limiting case of a plastic-crystalline
phase where translational motions of the molecular centre
of mass are arrested. The application of quasielastic neutron scattering techniques to the study of technological
materials is finally introduced in the context of protonics64–66 and liquid diﬀusion in confined media.67
Lecture III (Neutron Sources – State-of-the-Art and
Perspectives) provides a self-contained account on neutron production and utilisation, the how underpinning
neutron science. To set the scene, we begin by summarising the most salient features of neutron scattering techniques in the study of condensed matter. Neutron production is then covered in a chronological fashion, from
the pioneering experiments of Chadwick and Fermi, to
the advent of intense neutron sources over the past seventy years. We discuss the primary diﬀerences between
fission-based research reactors and accelerator-driven facilities, and explain how the past two decades have witnessed a golden age of the latter technology leading to
an unprecedented increase in capacity. Taking the ISIS
Facility6 as an example of a world-leading spallation neutron source, we describe its operation, from ion production and acceleration all the way to neutron moderation,
transport to the point of use in an instrument, and data
collection and subsequent analysis. As interlude, we also
provide a brief explanation of muon production, along
with selected examples of muon science. Pulsed neutron
instrumentation is covered in some depth, including how
it diﬀers from the use of continuous sources, the primary
components of a neutron instrument, and ways to boost
the useful neutron flux by either the use of neutron-guide
technology or multiplexing techniques.68–73 This discussion is followed by the description of other major sources
around the world such as SINQ in Switzerland,74 SNS
in the USA,75 MLF in Japan,76 CSNS in China,77 and
ESS in Sweden.78 We also cover parallel eﬀorts worldwide
to develop medium-size79,80 and compact81,82 neutron
sources for specific applications, examples of which include the RIKEN Accelerator Neutron Source83 or (closer
to home), the Frascati Neutron Generator84 and the Neutron Beam Test Facility,85 not to forget heroic and seminal attempts to develop compact neutron sources in Italy
at the end of the last century.86 In the last section of this
lecture, we present a number of challenges and opportunities. These include the optimisation of cold-neutron
production at spallation sources, and materials and engineering challenges associated with the use of high-power
proton accelerators. Further into the future, we explore
the enticing possibility of combining accelerator and reactor technologies into a single neutron facility, an option

which still needs to be explored in greater detail, as explained recently in Ref. 87. We close by considering the
use of inertial fusion for neutron production, a possibility that remains well beyond current technologies yet it
most definitely sets a horizon for future developments.88
The last few minutes of this lecture serve as a timely
reminder of 27 February 1932, the beginning of neutron
science,89 and a milestone soon to be followed by seminal
advances by Fermi and collaborators not far away from
where these lectures were first given.90 The (brave) student is referred to Chapters 2 and 3 in Ref. 1 for further
reading.
Lecture IV (First-principles Materials Modelling – A
Primer) may be regarded as the in silico counterpart of
the preceding three lectures, and seeks to explore the
why, what, and how associated with the use of stateof-the-art electronic-structure methods to calculate and
predict the properties and neutron-scattering response
of materials. The past two decades have witnessed a
revolutionary step change in the use of these tools to
describe the materials world around us from first principles, either as a predictive tool in and of itself or as
a means of performing ‘computational experiments’ to
interpret neutron data or design new experimental campaigns. A link to contemporary neutron science is made
by reference to recent research,9,91–94 and ongoing efforts to provide a unified data-analysis framework in
the context of neutron-scattering experiments.95–99 Beyond these general considerations, we explain in some
depth the inner machinery generic to these methods, and
provide a conceptual distinction between so-called wavefunction vs. density-functional-theory (DFT) approaches.
As on earlier lectures, we place emphasis on gaining
an intuitive understanding for the diﬀerences between
these two methodologies, as well as the pre-eminence
of DFT in recent years in spite of its well-known limitations to describe weak interactions.100 Armed with
these insights, we proceed to describe the main ingredients of first-principles calculations to obtain static and
dynamical properties of relevance to neutron-scattering
experiments, including the incoherent38 and coherent102
dynamical response of technological materials. To this
end, we revisit in more depth a number of the examples covered in previous lectures, and extend some of
these by considering quantitative comparisons between
classical101 and path-integral49 molecular dynamics simulations and neutron data.
In closing this introduction, I wish to thank Prof R
Senesi, my Tor Vergata counterpart in the International
Joint Chairs Programme, as well as Prof C Andreani
for their hospitality, encouragement, and undeterred
enthusiasm over the course of my stay in Rome in
February 2015. I am also indebted to Profs S Licoccia
and G Paradossi for enjoyable and insightful discussions
on the application of neutron scattering in physical and
materials chemistry.
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ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon Source
Structure (& morphology):
-

Powder diffractometers
Liquid diffractometers
Small angle scattering
Reflectometers
Imaging/tomography

Dynamics:
- Neutron spectrometers
(inelastic & quasielastic)
-Muon spectrometers

Other:
- Support laboratories
- Irradiation facility
- Test facilities

Some Metrics for ISIS

~1200 users/yr
~700 experiments/yr
150 days running (50 industry)
~450 publications/yr

(1/3 high impact)

12,000+ publications to date

Molecular Dynamics & Spectroscopy at ISIS

Photons

High energies

Timescales [sec]
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OSIRIS

WIDEST SPECTRAL
COVERAGE IN
WORLD

LET

Intermediate energies
Low energy

The CNR-ISIS TOSCA Project
TOSCA was ⅔ funded by CNR to replace TFXA at
ISIS. The instrument was installed in two stages:
TOSCA I at 12 m (1998) had improved sensitivity
and better resolution. TOSCA II was installed in
2000 at 17 m.

Below: assembly of an analyser
module

TOSCA remains to this day the
highest-resolution INS
spectrometer in the world for
the energy transfer range 254000 cm-1.

Above: cross section
through a TOSCA
analyser module

Both TOSCA I and II were largely designed
and built in Italy.

Fast Neutrons and Italy
VESUVIO is a unique neutron spectrometer, with
incident energies orders of magnitude higher than
any other neutron instrument. Deep inelastic
neutron scattering measurements on VESUVO
yield fundamental insights into the quantum
nature of condensed matter via access to atomic
momentum distributions, with an increasing
emphasis in chemical applications..

The pioneering eVS instrument at
ISIS was substantially upgraded to
VESUVIO in 1998, with further
developments under the e-VERDI
project in 2002. Novel detector
designs, backscattering detection,
and unrivalled spectral resolution
continue to provide a strong
scientific output over an energy
range unique to spallation neutron
sources.

Outline [today]
• Fundamentals

• Applications.

• Neutron production.

• First-principles materials modelling.

For more …

Neutron Science: Achievements

Neutrons can tell us where atoms are (structure)
and what atoms do (dynamics)

“Neutral Protons” as Condensed Matter Probes
Photon

Neutron
–
–
–
–

Mass
Spin
Charge
Interaction

1 amu
½
0
Nuclear

Thermal Neutrons (T = 300 K)
– Energies (meV)
– Wavelengths (Å)
– Neutral particles
– Nuclear interaction
– Spin
– Stable

–
–
–
–

Rest mass
Spin
Charge
Interaction

0 amu
1
0
E/B dipole …

motions in condensed matter (e.g., vibrations).
interatomic distances.
high penetration power.
δ-like (s-wave scattering).
magnetic dipole moment ~1.9µN
lifetime ~15 min

Observables easy to calculate &
link to theoretical predictions

“Neutral Protons” as Condensed Matter Probes

Reactor and Accelerator-based Neutron Sources
Reactor-based source:
• Neutrons produced by
fission reactions
• Continuous neutron beam
• 1 neutron/fission .
Accelerator-based source:
• Neutrons produced by
spallation reaction
• 10s of neutrons/proton
• Neutrons are pulsed, follow
proton beam time
structure.
• A pulsed beam with precise
t0 allows neutron energy
measurement via TOF
(v=d/t)

Accelerator based-sources have not yet reached their limit and hold
out the promise of higher intensities.

The Golden Age of Spallation Neutron Sources
Operational
More in Lecture III

Under Construction
or Planned

SINQ

CSNS
(China)

Sweden & Spain

“Long pulse”

Units, units, units

Of particular relevance to these lectures

Good to memorize them!

Basic Observables: Scattering Cross Sections
Given an incident beam: Φ = incident neutrons per cm 2 
This is what we can measure:
(1) Transmission experiment:
Cross sections also depend on
polarisation of incident &
scattered neutron.

[scattered neutrons ]
σ=
Φ

(2) Diffraction experiment:

6

Diffraction pattern
(crystallography)

5

[scattered neutrons int o ∂Ω]
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∂Ω
Φ ∂Ω

F(Q)
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1
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(3) Spectroscopy experiment:

[scattered neutrons int o ∂Ω & ∂E ]
∂σ
=
∂Ω∂E
Φ ∂Ω∂E

“Dynamic”
Diffraction
pattern

A Neutron-scattering Experiment
Count rate:
Conservation laws:
(vector)

(scalar)

Q

Nuclear Scattering
Identical & noninteracting
nuclei
• Scattering length b
dependent on isotope and
spin state.
• b’s in range of fm, and
can be negative (not for Xrays).
• X-rays quite insensitive to
light nuclides.
• Cross sections: barn =
100 fm2 = 10-28 m2.
• These are tabulated
extensively – more later.

Beyond Thermal Neutron Scattering:
Nuclear Absorption and Resonances
• Thermal neutron scattering
assumes scattering lengths are
energy independent.
• Nuclear absorption and
resonant capture complicate
the above.
• Absorption (from direct
nuclear reaction): follows 1/v
law, can be corrected form in
terms of an attenuation term.
• Resonant capture
(compound-nucleus formation)
leads anomalous scattering
(rapidly changing and complex
scattering length) and it is
typically avoided altogether.

Resonant Neutron Scattering
In the presence of resonances, scattering length must be modified to
include Breit-Wigner terms

R represents scattering length due to
potential (direct)scattering

In thermal/epithermal region, resonances
can be used to identify specific elements.

Q

Absorption:
Elements to Watch Out for …

Quite useful for
neutronics.
Can you think why?

Resonance Scattering: Elements to
Watch For …

In most cases, welldefined low-energy
resonances only
occur for heavy
nuclei (n>p).

Q

Structure
Two-body collision:

Recoil:
Note: energy transfer E goes to zero as M increases,
(and M is referenced to neutron mass)

For purely elastic scattering
And vector relation

implies

For a crystalline material, Q must match a reciprocal lattice vector of
crystal:

In terms of neutron wavelength
Bragg condition for diffraction:
Note distinction between Bragg vs
scattering angle

Structure: Example

• Two types of measurement.
• Elastic scattering is typically
assumed.
• Important to distinguish
between elastic and total
(more on this later).
• Data corresponds to variablelambda/fixed-theta method at a
pulsed spallation source.

Electron and Nuclear Spins
Ensemble of randomly oriented
spins (paramagnet):
• Scattering length γr0 =5.4 fm
(commensurate with nuclear
processes).
• Second term is the magnetic
form factor: Fourier transform
of the spatial distribution of
unpaired electron density.
• Also note decoupling
between scattering & spatial
properties.
• Note absolute units in figure
(bulk iron).

For more …

Q

Structure: Practical Considerations

Typical values, 1% bandwidth

For a count rate of 1 Hz on a
single detector, require 10+22
atoms (ca. 1 g).

Structure: Neutrons & Photons
• X-rays: surface vs bulk response can be tricky to separate.
• Access to high-Q information is harder with X-rays – important for the
study of disordered matter using total-scattering techniques.
• X-rays not sensitive to isotope, thus scattering is coherent (interparticle
correlations). Neutron scattering can also tell you about single-particle
correlations (incoherent scattering).
• X-ray cross sections can be energy dependent (anomalous scattering),
and therefore can be element specific, i.e., EXAFS, XANES (much harder
with neutrons – isotopic substitution, nuclear-spin alignment, or recoil
scattering of epithermal neutrons).
• X-rays interact very weakly with magnetic materials, yet these studies are
still possible (circular dichroism).

Adding Motion: Dynamics & Spectroscopy
Conservation laws:
(vector)

(scalar)

Observables:

Total scattering

Cross section
(transmission)

A Health Warning on Jargon
What We Mean by “Elastic” and “Inelastic” Scattering
• Thermal neutrons (meV energies) can only exchange kinetic energy with
target (unless they undergo nuclear absorption).
• Strictly speaking, thermal neutrons can only undergo elastic (s-wave)
scattering in the scattering (centre-of-mass) frame.
• The condensed-matter scientist always refers to scattering in the
laboratory frame (typically with target at rest).
• In lab frame, two types of thermal neutron scattering:
• “Elastic”: velocity of neutron does not change.
• “Inelastic”: velocity of neutron changes due to atomic motions (a
Doppler shift).

Keep this in mind, to avoid confusion

Example

The Power of Inelastic Neutron Scattering

Dynamics: Neutrons and Other Probes
• IXS: very similar, no kinematic restrictions (e.g., low Q and high E),
requires high photon energies to access relevant Q, energy resolution
limited to meV (neV possible with neutrons, also possible with XPCS in
real space).
• Brillouin, THz, IR, Raman: highly complementary to INS, much more
restricted Q range, optical selection rules … link to theory with INS is far
more direct.
• NMR (and Muon): to probe stochastic/relaxation phenomena, typically
no information on Q (exception PFG-NMR).
• Dielectric spectroscopy: very wide time range, no information on spatial
scales, hard to interpret.
• Computer simulation: highly complementary to neutron scattering, a
real synergy.

Pro et Contra

Formalism

DCS and Fermi’s Golden Rule
Recall

Transition rate W: number of transitions per second from initial to final states
W evaluated using Fermi’s Golden Rule:

= C/η
Rate = Transition Probability x Final states per unit energy
Approach works because neutron-matter interactions are weak
(first-order perturbation theory applies).

Fermi’s Golden Rule, DCS, and DDCS

Incident and scattered neutrons are spin-half plane waves:
Number of states over energy interval:

Incident flux:
Such that DCS:
And DDCS requires implicit energy conservation:

Master Formula for the DDCS
DDCS from previous slide:

Need to sum over ALL initial and final states of both neutron and target
For a system in thermal equilibrium (no off-diagonal density-matrix
elements), the DDCS reads:

Formally speaking, all neutron scattering is reduced to
the solution of this MASTER FORMULA

Q

Application to Nuclear Scattering
Interaction with single nucleus described by a Fermi
pseudopotential
Note: Fermi pseudopotential depends on identity of nucleus as well as
relative orientation of neutron and nuclear spins (more on this later)
Total (neutron-target) interaction potential:
And bra-ket in Master Formula:
with

And a Master Formula of the form:
For unpolarized neutron beams:

The DDCS and Dynamics
Need to evaluate square mtx
element in Master Formula:
Most convenient in time
domain using

with

with
Real-time representation of
the DDCS (a key result):

Good-bye to Nuclear Physics
For randomly distributed isotopes and nuclear-spin orientations in
target, scattering lengths b and positions R can be treated
independently
Nuclear
Physics

Physics, Chemistry, Biology …

where (d,d’) refer to different elements and the bar represents an
average over the spin and isotope distributions for the corresponding
element pairs

Let’s look at this expression in more detail in
some specific situations …

Q

Coherent and Incoherent Scattering
i.e., all except kinematics and
nuclear physics

Define

And the DDCS then reads

Uncorrelated nuclear spins and isotopes imply

DDCS is then the sum of TWO distinct terms

Individual atoms
(incoherent)
Atom pairs
(coherent)

Coherent and Incoherent Cross Sections
Can be regarded as
properties of a given
element

For same atom type

Note:
- Bound cross sections (stationary target).
- Assumes 300K neutrons (2200 m/s) –
important for absorption xsections.

Bound vs Free Cross Sections
All scattering lengths discussed so far are BOUND (assume stationary
nucleus, of infinite mass).
Free nuclei (e.g., gas), require solving two-body problem in CENTER-OF-MASS
FRAME where we can define a free-atom scattering length a and a reduced
mass of the neutron-nucleus system.

Resulting cross section is reduced by a factor

Scattering cross section
Absorption cross section

Careful, you are
hitting a resonance.

Careful, most
neutrons will be
absorbed

Q

Spin vs Isotope Contributions to
Incoherent Scattering

Scattering Functions
Coherent dynamic
structure factor (or
‘scattering function’)

Incoherent
counterpart

DDCS in its most
general form

Q

Intermediate Scattering Functions
Intermediate
scattering function
DDCS probes S(Q,E)
ISFs can be probed
directly via spin-echo
methods.

Self-intermediate
scattering
function
Defined in a way such
that they represent the
time-energy Fourier
transform of the
corresponding dynamic
structure factors.

Q

Next Lecture

Applications, with an emphasis on neutron
spectroscopy applied to chemical & molecular
systems.

To think about: what is a solid for you?

Lecture II: Neutron Scattering
Applications

Roma, February 2015

Outline [today]
• Fundamentals.

• Applications.

• Neutron production.

• First-principles materials modelling.

What is a solid?
(discussion)

Solids, An Operational Definition
A solid is a physical system in which each atom
has a well-defined (and fixed) equilibrium
position over the duration of the measurement.

Solids, An Operational Definition
A solid is a physical system in which each atom
has a well-defined (and fixed) equilibrium
position over the duration of the measurement.

Note: order is not a prerequisite to define a solid (includes glasses, amorphous
matter).
This definition excludes:
- Quantum solids (Helium).
- The battery on your mobile phone: materials where atoms or ions undergo
translational diffusion.

The Power of Inelastic Neutron Scattering

Scattering Functions For a Solid
Each atom occupies a well-defined site, with
an instantaneous displacement given by:
Recall definition of scattering
function from previous lecture:
Coherent and incoherent (self) are then given by

Note that time-dependent part is all related to
instantaneous displacements from equilibrium.
Will assume these motions are harmonic.

Normal Modes of Vibration
Harmonic displacement vectors
(second quantization picture):
Mode polarization
vectors for jth atom

Eigenvalues of dynamical mtx:

With force constants:

Quantum harmonic oscillator implies:

Debye-Waller factor

Q

Debye-Waller Factor for
Harmonic Vibrations
For a given atom, sum over all
polarization vectors:

With a a Bose population factor:
Simplest (and most commonly used) case: angular average

defined in terms of a mean-square displacement.
(used for example in the study of proteins)

Purely Elastic Scattering (Coherent)

Gives (note Dirac-delta in time):

And energy integration gives the Elastic Structure Factor

Purely Elastic Scattering (Incoherent)

Gives (note Dirac-delta in time):

And energy integration gives average Debye-Waller Factor

Purely Elastic Scattering in Ordered Solids

Q

Crystalline solid with lattice sites at
Elastic structure factor involves a sum
over reciprocal lattice vectors τ

Bragg peaks

The elastic coherent differential scattering cross section
with
unit-cell structure factor

The incoherent scattering cross section

Inelastic (One-Phonon) Scattering

Scattering function now depends implicitly on time via displacement terms

Also note quadratic Q dependence
within brackets.

Harmonic (Coherent) Case

And time integral now carries additional terms satisfying the creation or
annihilation of normal modes of vibration (phonons)
with

Q

Harmonic (Incoherent) Case

Appealingly simple!

Case of an Ordered Solid
Long-range order defined as

Polarization vectors exploit
translational invariance:
Leading to an additional momentum-transfer condition

And DDCS

One-phonon
structure factor

Phonon Dispersion Relations

Zinc oxide

Incoherent Case

with only one selection rule, associated with energy:

Or in terms of the one-phonon vibrational density of states Z(E):

with

Incoherent Case for a Single Mass

Extensively used for hydrogen-containing systems.
Direct measure of Z(E), quite unique to neutrons

Incoherent Inelastic Neutron Scattering

Conceptually analogous to IR, Raman

For many more examples, see INS database
http://wwwisis2.isis.rl.ac.uk/INSdatabase/
Data collected on TOSCA at ISIS.

In-silico Neutron Spectroscopy
al
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Experimental INS compared with Calculations

Response charge densities of hydrogen ions

vdw-DFT key to explain structure,
hydrogen-bond dynamics, and
ferroelectric response.

Chemical Catalysis
Fuel Cells
Methyl Chloride Synthesis

Neutron results: £4M cost saving
to industrial partner.

First observation of on-top hydrogen on
an industrial Pt fuel-cell catalyst.
Catalysis Today, 114 (2006) 418.

Dry Reforming of Methane

Quantitation of hydroxyl and adsorbed hydrocarbon
Phys Chem Chem Phys 12 (2010) 3102.

Operando Neutron Studies

Two hydroxyls are required for CO
oxidation.
Chem Comm 47 (2011) 1998.

In Situ, Operando & Simultaneous Techniques

Back to Spectroscopy: Polymer Intercalation in Graphene-related Materials

Optical (FTIR+Raman)

Intercalate conformation:
only with neutrons
ttt confined
tgt bulk

TOSCA Xpress: Soft Matter Comm 7 7173 (2011).
ACS Macro Lett 1 550 (2012).
Macromolecules 45 3137 (2012).
Carbon 50 5232 (2012).
Soft Matter 9 10960 (2013).

The Hydrogen Dream

•
•
•
•

Direct use of renewable energy sources (e.g., solar).
Hydrogen as energy carrier or “vector.”
Combustion in fuel cell: efficient & green.
Challenges: making, splitting, and storing hydrogen.

If you have H, think n

ISIS and Industry

Surgical Diagnostics

Engineering & Industry: Stress, Strain, and Materials Performance
Diagnosing cracks in advanced gas-cooled reactors
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Deep hole

Courtesy of SY Zhang (ISIS)

Neutrons and Archaeology
Analysis of
Ancient Greek Helmets

Texture of Archaic Greek helmet

Questions :
National Museum of Wales, Cardiff

photo  The Manchester Museum

photo  The Lonely Mountain Forge

Manchester
Museum

• Origin: Archaic or Classical period?
• Technology: single piece of bronze?
• Preservation state: harmful corrosion
products?
• Authenticity: are these the original?

Neutrons Helping the Semiconductor Industry
• Atmospheric neutrons collide with
microchips and upset microelectronic
devices every few seconds.
•300x at high altitudes.
• Spallation sources provide same fast
neutron spectrum at much higher intensities
(1 ISIS-hr ~ 100 years.)
• Manufacturers can mitigate against the
problem of cosmic radiation.
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Below & Above Molecular Vibrations:
An Operational Definition
Use the H2 molecule as ‘yardstick’
– H-H stretch is highest-known vibrational frequency for a molecule:
• ωvib = 4400 cm-1 = 550 meV = 133 THz
• High energies > ωvib
Spallation sources (ISIS) can access up to 100-200 eV.
– H2 rotational constant (free molecule) also highest known.
• Brot = 58.8 cm-1 = 7.35 meV = 1.8 THz
• Low energies < 2Brot = 15 meV = 3.6 THz (rotational band head)
With neutrons, access to sub-THz frequencies is routine.
Reactor sources (ILL) best for cold neutrons.

Below Molecular Vibrations
Timescales [sec]
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Photons
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High energy
Compton, quantum thermometry
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‘Chemical’resolution
LET

Simultaneous diffraction
Direct link to theory

Low energy
(Brillouin, THz)

Below Molecular Vibrations

Lower energies: larger (supramolecular) objects.

Recall :

ωvib =

k

µ

Neutron Spectroscopy of Framework Materials

Below Molecular Vibrations

Low energies also give access to:
Quantum tunnelling in H2, CH4, hydrocarbons,
methyl groups in many materials like polymers, …

No classical counterpart (not vibrations per se)

Molecular Tunnelling on Surfaces

Structure of CH4 films on
MgO(100) surfaces

Beyond Vibrations: Molecular Hydrogen
Scattered Intensity (arb. units)

Solid Hydrogen
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• (0→1) rotational transition is purely
incoherent & strong (strong for neutrons
but optically forbidden)
• M-level splitting of J=1 state is a
sensitive probe of local environment.

Rotational Levels in Presence of Angular Potential
Free diatomic rotor

YJM (Θ,φ ) = JM

with

J ' M ' Hrot JM = Brot J (J + 1)δ J ' J δ M ' M

Additional hindering potential

Htotal = Hrot + V (Θ,φ )

with

∑V

V (Θ,φ ) =

JV MV

YJV MV (Θ,φ )

JV MV

∑V

J ' M ' Htot JM = Brot J (J + 1)δ J ' J δ M ' M +

JV MV

J ' M ' YJV MV (Θ,φ ) JM

JV MV

J ' M ' YJV MV (Θ,φ ) JM = ( −1)M '

(2J '+ 1)(2JV + 1)(2J + 1)  J ' JV

4π
0 0

JV
J  J '

0  −M ' MV

J

M

Pinning H2 along an Axis or a Plane
Lowest-order term for a homonuclear diatomic:

Free Rotation on Plane

M=0 (1)
M=±1 (2)

V (Θ,φ ) = VΘ sin2 Θ

Libration along axis

M= ±1
M=0

H2 Rotations in Carbon Nanostructures
Open Tips
(tube filling)

SWNH

0.5

0.0

bulk p-H2

• Cylindrically symmetric
environment: molecular
alignment parallel to surface.

Intensity [arbitrary units]

13

• Case of extreme confinement
(surface areas > 1000 m2/g).

1.3±0.3 meV.

14
15
Energy Transfer [meV]
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p-H2 INS spectra (1.5K)
SWNH

0.5

0.0
13

Intensity [arbitrary units]

p-H2 INS spectra (1.5K)

14
15
Energy Transfer [meV]

16

p-H2 INS spectra (1.5K)
SWNH-ox

0.5

0.0
13

Intensity [arbitrary units]

Intensity [arbitrary units]

Closed Tips
(exohedral adsorption)

bulk p-H2

14
15
Energy Transfer [meV]
p-H2 INS spectra (1.5K)
SWNH-ox

0.5

0.0
13

14
15
Energy Transfer [meV]

• Orientational barriers are a few
meV (4x than nanotubes).

H2 in Metal-doped Carbon Nanostructures
TOSCA

J=2 manifold
(parity forbidden)

IRIS

Orientational barriers ~30x
than carbon-only materials
J=1 manifold

Structure & energetics
H2 pinned along
quantization axis.

16

16

Beyond Canonical Solids
Materials exhibiting particle diffusion within time of measurement are not
‘canonical solids’ per se.
Need to revisit the definition of intermediate scattering functions
introduced earlier:

And look at their space Fourier transforms (Van Hove correlation functions):

‘self’

Van Hove Correlation Functions
Recalling the time-dependent representation of the Dirac delta-function, we
can write

Physical meaning more transparent if we define particle-density operators:
and in momentum space
So that

Pair Distribution Functions
Define a pair-density function

That is, the average instantaneous density of particles of type d’ with
respect to one atom of type d sitting at an (arbitrary) origin.
Then

and

From which we define structure factors as energy integrals of S(Q,E)

coherent
incoherent

Total Scattering
Structure factors sought after in a socalled ‘total-scattering experiment’

Relationship between differential cross section (measured) and structure
factors

Q

From Order to Disorder: Diffuse Scattering
Reciprocal-space sections hk0 of single-crystal D-benzyl

142.5o

37.5o

Angular sum
Ei > 27 meV

Intensity under and between Bragg
peaks: static & dynamical disorder.

The Structure of Liquids & Glasses
Information on instantaneous
(ensemble-averaged) positions

For many more examples, see disordered
materials database
http://www.isis.stfc.ac.uk/groups/disordere
d-materials/database/database-of-neutrondiffraction-data6204.html

Heavy Metals in Solution: From Catalysis to Pharmacy

• Solution structure of Pt(II) and Pd(II) ions of
relevance to homogeneous catalysis and
pharmacological activity of drugs.
• Pd-O axial coordination related to reactivity.
• What neutrons (with X-rays) tell us:
• It is located between 1st and 2nd
hydration shells
• Strong competition between solvent
and counterion to occupy this region.

Associated Dynamic Structure Factor
No ‘elastic’ scattering
Incoherent: S(Q,E=0) decreases
due to increase in energy widths
(direct measure of diffusion)

Coherent: oscillatory (density
correlations), de Gennes
narrowing.

Properties of the Dynamic Structure Factor

It is real (as any observable):
Transition
probabilities are
same in either
direction

Must satisfy detailed balance:

Zeroeth moment:

and

and

First moment:

Second moment:

Total Scattering and Static Approximation
For energy changes in target much smaller than the incident energy:

And the differential cross section:

Common expression to analyse data (wrong first moment though!).
Good approximation for

and

Best done with eV (not thermal) neutrons.

Q

Free Particles and Impulse Approximation
For N independent (and structureless) particles in a
volume V, translational wavefunction:

Dynamic structure factor:

Properties:
Zeroth moment
First moment (recoil energy)

Second moment

All three satisfied
Impulse approximation
(measures momentum distribution)

Above Molecular Vibrations: Atoms

Photons

High energy (Compton, unique)

Timescales [sec]

-7

1x10 -11
to
-11
1x10
1x10

1x10

-12

-13

1x10

1x10

-14

Infrared & Raman
Spectroscopy

Brillouin, THz & Raman
Spectroscopy

1x10

-15

-16

1x10

1x10

-17

VIS, UV, X-ray
(not precisely equivalent)

Inelastic
(lattice & intramolecular modes)

Neutrons

MAPS
Deep Inelastic
Single-particle (Compton) Scattering
Quasielastic
(diffusion / tunnelling)

elastic
0
10
line

10

1

2

10

10

3

10

4

Energy [meV]

IRIS

OSIRIS

5

10

10

6

Intermediate energy (Raman)

‘Chemical’resolution
LET

Simultaneous diffraction
Direct link to theory

Low energy
(Brillouin, THz)

Neutron Compton Scattering
Measured Compton profile:

Three-dimensional momentum
distribution:

High-Qs required, atomic recoil.
In principle, can measure the singleparticle wavefunction.

VESUVIO at ISIS

Nuclear Quantum Effects and the Melting of Heavy Water

• Intra and intramolecular nuclear quantum dynamics of D and O: detailed line shape
analysis gives nuclear momentum distribution (not just width).
• Use of state-of-art first-principles methods (PIMD) to be quantitative.
• Direct benchmark of theoretical methods.
J Phys Chem Lett 4 3251 (2013)

Beyond Structure:
Nuclear Quantum Dynamics on VESUVIO

• Direct acccess to
proton momentum
distributions with
neutrons.
• Quantum effects
essential to explain
material properties.
• Extension to other
masses of
technological interest
(e..g., Li, O).

Tor Vergata

Molecular Adsorption
4.4
(H2)xKC24, 0-degree geometry
4.3

Coverage dependence

<Q >

2 1/2

-1

[Å ]

4.2
4.1
4.0
3.9

sample

Excess loading 0.5H2
(subcritical conditions)

3.8
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Coverage x

qˆH

beam
detector
J ( y ; qˆ )

•
•
•

Calculations to dissect recoil profiles.
Access to adsorbate-adsorbate interactions.
Direct probe of molecular alignment.

2.0

2.5

3.0

MAss-selective Neutron SpEctroscopy - MANSE
Only need to know that:
• Atoms recoil (conservation
of momentum).
• Spatial confinement raises
kinetic energy (ZPE).

High Q
Snapshot of atom

Atomic Quantum Thermometry:
• Mass selectivity from atomic recoil (kinematics).
• Width of recoil peaks: kinetic energy or ‘chemical
temperature’ of an atom (binding).
• Already demonstrated up to 20 amu.

MANSE: Unique Chemical Information from Recoil Data
Lithium Hydride (ionic)

Squaric Acid (H-bonded)
70% increase
in proton T

• Two modes of operation (similar to xtallography):
– Coarse resolution (forward scattering, H)
– High resolution (backscattering)
• Peak integration: head count with sub-ppm sensitivity for H.
• Sensitive to chemical environment (temperature) around an atom, a
consequence of binding forces and dimensionality of bonding network.
• Mass resolution could be improved further.

MANSE: Exploring Chemical Trends
Antiferroelectric-to-paraelectric Transition in Squaric Acid

5

6

x 10

data
*** Sum of normalized
liz ed data
- Fit of sum of norma

5

[1 /u s ]
C o u n t ra te

4

3

2
1
0
-1
100

150

200

250
TOF [us]

300

350

400

Onset of C motions precedes O or H.
Questions commonly held view of proton sharing across
two sites (obtained from crystallography).

Other Merits of High-energy Neutrons
• Non-destructive (unlike conventional mass spectrometry), carries information not only on
abundance but also on chemical forces.
• Li, B, etc: do not need costly isotopic enrichment protocols (negligible absorption at high
neutron energies).
• Not restricted to low temperatures or solids: all information is in the spectral line shape and
its integral must remain constant.
• Mass range: extendable to heavier masses (e.g., metals) via the use of neutron resonances
– Dopplerimetry, under development.

MANSE
(recoil)

Nuclear
Resonances
(Dopplerimetry)

Fast-neutron Detector Development

Below Molecular Vibrations:
Atomic & Molecular Transport

Stochastic Diffusion & Relaxation
No well-defined equilibrium sites – use Van Hove formalism

Translational diffusion:
Gaussian Approximation

Mean-square displacement:

Intermediate scattering
function:

MSD defines problem
Gas
Liquid

“Inelastic” vs “Quasielastic”
Spectral peaks characterized by a frequency ωo and damping Γ (decay)

Energy (frequency) Domain

Time Domain
1.0

0.6

0.8

Amplitude

Amplitude

1.0

ωo >> Γ
(underdamped)

0.8

ωo << Γ
(overdamped)

0.4

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Time

-0.9

-0.6

-0.3

0.0

0.3

0.6

0.9

Energy

•

Underdamped motions: ‘proper’ spectroscopic peaks, e.g., H2 molecule rotations &
vibrations.

•

Overdamped motions: not enough time to define period of oscillation
– Centered at zero frequencies (elastic scattering of probe – e.g., neutrons).
– Broadening proportional to damping.
– Example: diffusion in a crowded environment.

Note: transition from ‘INS’ to ‘QENS’ is
continuous (e.g., with temperature)

The Added Dimension (Neutrons Only)
If neutron Q range matches characteristic length scales of motion R (Q ~ 1/R), then
QENS broadening Γ will be sensitive to it.
Two limits of interest:
• Translational diffusion: motion of molecular center of mass.
• Localized diffusion: motion about the molecular CM
0.7

0.7

Γ (Q ) ∝ cons.

0.6

0.6
0.5

Γ(Q) [meV]

Γ(Q) [meV]

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

Γ (Q ) ∝ cons.

0.4
0.3
0.2

0.1

0.1

Γ (Q ) ∝ DQ 2

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

-1

Lorentzian line shape :

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

-1

Q [Å ]

Q [Å ]

Γ(Q )
E + Γ 2 (Q )
2

Stochastic Motions in the Simplest
Hydrogen-bonded Liquid

• Quintessential H-bonded liquid.
• Linear geometry (RHF = 0.94 Å).
• Strongest hydrogen bond (~250
meV).

SOLID
• Abundant theoretical and simulation
studies.

LIQUID

Snapshot of liquid HF from computer
simulation. The length of the (HF)n chains
displays a strong temperature dependence.

• Very
few
experiments
aggressive material)

(very

Dynamics of Liquids: Hydrogen Fluoride

‘Quasielastic’ data

Spectral Analysis

Constructing the Dynamic Structure Factor
Decoupled CM trans and internal rotations:
Associated dynamic structure factors:
CM translations and cage vibrations:
Internal rotations:

Total (incoherent) dynamic structure factor:

Simultaneous information on molecular
shape and motions

What Happens When Translations are Frozen?

Frozen Translations

Elastic term
Elastic scattering always originates if there is a finite probability to return
to same place (fixed CM or spatial confinement)
Is this a canonical solid?

Q

Disordered Solids
(important applications to proton, ionic conductors)
Basic picture: discontinuous jumps across sites.
Basic rate equation:

with jump-distance d and residence time τ

With boundary condition

we have

Leading to

For a cubic lattice with lattice parameter a
And at low Q

Mass & Charge Transport: Fuel-cell & Battery Materials

Hydride Diffusion

Neutron Spectra
0.7

300K
675K
685K
700K
725K

Γ (Q ) =

1E-5

Ea = 230±45 meV
12

0.5
0.4

2 -1

1E-4

sin QR 

h

1−
τ 
QR 

0.3

+5

1E-3

T=685K

0.6

D [10 cm s ]

(a)

Lorentzian FWHM [meV]

Total Scattered Intensity

0.01

Energetics of Diffusion
15

0.2

9

6

0.1
1E-6
-0.4

-0.2

0.0

Energy Transfer [meV]

0.2

0.4

0.0
0.0

0.2

Order-of-magnitude increase in
conductivity compared to
other proton conductors.
Only way to obtain microscopic
diffusion directly

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2
-1

Q [Å ]

1.4

1.6

1.8

2.0

1.30

1.35

1.40
+3

1.45
-1

1/T [10 K ]

Hopping
mechanism

1.50

Vibrations and Elastic Scattering
• Well-defined vibrations lead to modulation of elastic-line intensities
• Debye-Waller factor (as in diffraction):

I (Q ) = e

−

r 2Q 2
3

• “Elastic-window” scans: T-dependence of mean-square displacement.
Atom-specific (H) ‘neutron calorimetry’ with spatial and temporal
resolution – quick measurements, backbone of Xpress
programme
Methylammonium nitrate (ionic liquid)
Relaxation
timescales

Onset of proton
motions
KR Seddon et al

Solid Electrolytes under Operating Conditions
Simultaneous Diffraction
Rhombohedral → cubic
phase transition

MSD - Proton Mobility
Yttrium-doped Barium Cerate
(perovskite-type)

window of
opportunity

Dehydration & proton
mobility occur
before phase
transition at 700C

Experimental conditions
to emulate operating fuel cell

Diffusion of Organic Contaminants in Hydrated Clays

•

Diffusion of organic molecules close to bulk solutions:
unexpected high mobility inside clay.

•

Pressures and temperatures in order to emulate
geophysical environments a few Km in depth.

For Much More …

www.isis.stfc.ac.uk

What to Remember a Year from Now

• Neutron scattering for condensed matter research: plenty of
opportunities across (Q,E) space!
• In-silico neutron scattering: can’t do without it ̶ computational
modelling and neutron scattering experiments go hand-in-hand.
• Increasing complexity: sample environment for in-situ and
operando studies (of direct industrial relevance), other techniques
(simultaneous diffraction or Raman).

Lecture III: Neutron Sources
State-of-the-art and Perspectives

Roma, February 2015

Outline [today]
• Fundamentals.

• Applications.

• Neutron production.

• First-principles materials modelling.

Outline
• Why neutrons are so special – quick recap.

• Neutron production: why we need accelerators.

• How accelerator-based neutron (and muon) sources work.

• Challenges & perspectives.

For Much More

Why Are Neutrons So Special?
Quick Recap

Neutron Science: Achievements

Neutrons can tell us where atoms are (structure)
and what atoms do (dynamics)

“Neutral Protons” as Condensed Matter Probes
Photon

Neutron
–
–
–
–

Mass
Spin
Charge
Interaction

–
–
–
–

1 amu
½
0
Nuclear

Rest mass
Spin
Charge
Interaction

0 amu
1
0
E/B dipole …

Thermal Neutrons (T = 300 K)
–
–
–
–
–
–

Energies (meV)
Wavelengths (Å)
Neutral particles
Nuclear interaction
Spin
Stable

motions in condensed matter (e.g., vibrations).
interatomic distances.
high penetration power.
δ-like (s-wave scattering).
magnetic dipole moment ~1.9µN
lifetime ~15 min

Hard to produce , no lab equivalent.
Direct link to theoretical predictions.

Basic Observables: Scattering Cross Sections
Given an incident beam: Φ = incident neutrons per cm 2 
This is what we can measure:
(1) Transmission experiment:
Cross sections also depend on
polarisation of incident &
scattered neutron.

[scattered neutrons ]
σ=
Φ

(2) Diffraction experiment:

6

Diffraction pattern
(crystallography)

5

[scattered neutrons int o ∂Ω]
∂σ
=
∂Ω
Φ ∂Ω

F(Q)

4
3
2
1
0
-1

0

2

4

6

8

10

-1

Q/Å

(3) Spectroscopy experiment:

[scattered neutrons int o ∂Ω & ∂E ]
∂σ
=
∂Ω∂E
Φ ∂Ω∂E

“Dynamic”
Diffraction
pattern

Where Atoms Are and Do: Neutrons

The Periodic Table: X-rays vs. Neutrons
• X-rays: see electron clouds.
• Neutrons: see the atomic nucleus.

Nuclear scattering

• Hydrogen: large cross section, largely invisible to X-rays.
• Different nuclear isotopes can have very different neutron cross
sections.
Isotopes: what do we gain?

Constrast Variation: The Added Dimension

A polymer (mostly H) in water …

• H/D substitution is at the heart of
many neutron experiments.
• Hydrogen: central to biology,
organic chemistry, soft matter,
aqueous chemistry, energy,
catalysis ...

H2O
Where ???

D2O
There !!!

• Same principle applies to all
elements (if you can get the
isotope!)

Magnetic Scattering: No Neutrons, No Insight

Neutron
Data

Simul

Iron-based superconductor Fe1.04Te0.73Se0.27
Nature Physics 5 555 (2009)

.

One Probe, Many Questions

multidisciplinary
condensed matter
and materials
science

2000

Particularly
to study
hydrogencontaining
materials and
magnetism.

1990

1990

1980

1970
1980
1960

1970

Neutron Production

The Quick-and-dirty Way to Produce Neutrons

Not a wise option

A Safer Option: The Nuclear Reactor
ILL Reactor, France
(58 MW)

(Controlled!) Nuclear Fission

• Requires fissile material (e.g., Uranium).
• Chain reaction.
• Continuous operation – exception: IFR pulsed (!) reactor
in Dubna, Russia (2MW/1.5GW average/peak power).

An Even Safer (and cleaner) Option:
A Particle Accelerator
ISIS Facility, United Kingdom
(operational since 1984)

Proton-driven
Spallation

Its predecessor: the Harwell e-LINAC

• A fast particle, normally a proton, chips or ‘spalls’ nucleons from a nucleus.
• There is no chain reaction.
• Neutrons are produced with MeV energies.

Historical Evolution of Neutron Sources

Effective thermal neutron flux n/cm2-s
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1
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Berkeley 37-inch cyclotron
350 mCi
Ra-Be source
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Historical Evolution of Neutron Sources

Effective thermal neutron flux n/cm2-s

1020

MTR

1015

ILL

HFIR

NRU

NRX

HFBR

X-10

1010

CP-2
CP-1

105

1
1930

Berkeley 37-inch cyclotron
350 mCi
Ra-Be source

Rectors

Chadwick

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Materials Testing Accelerator (Lawrence, 1950s)

A gram of neutrons a day.
Ahead of its time.
Precursor to Lawrence Livermore Lab.

2020

Intense Neutron Generator (Canada, 1960s)

Cancelled in 1968 due to perceived high
cost and insufficient political support.
Precursor to present-day spallation
sources.

Historical Evolution of Neutron Sources
Effective thermal neutron flux n/cm2-s
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Reactors
Accelerator Based Pulsed Sources
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Reactor vs Accelerator-based Neutron Sources
Reactor-based source:
• Neutrons produced by
fission reactions
• Continuous neutron beam
• 1 neutron/fission .
Accelerator-based source:
• Neutrons produced by
spallation reaction
• 10s of neutrons/proton
• Neutrons are pulsed, follow
proton beam time
structure.
• A pulsed beam with precise
t0 allows neutron energy
measurement via TOF
(v=d/t)

Accelerator based-sources have not yet reached their limit and hold
out the promise of higher intensities.

The Golden Age of Spallation Neutron Sources
Operational

Under Construction
or Planned
SINQ

CSNS
(China)

Sweden & Spain

“Long pulse”

How Spallation Neutron (and Muon)
Sources Work

Harwell Science & Innovation Campus

ISIS Target Station I
Formerly NIMROD
(particle physics)
200 µamp proton beam
at 800 MeV hitting heavymetal target (50 Hz rep
rate, 200 kW).

1984
(30 years Dec 2014)

Protons are used to produce >1016 n/s.
Neutron pulses are short (µsec).
How many neutrons produced since 1984?

Neutrons from Spallation: The Ion Source

H– ion source (35kV): H2 gas,
~50 A arc, plasma, Caesium
as electron donor.

-

H ion source

Neutrons from Spallation: RFQ & LINAC

Formerly
a Cockcroft-Walton
set

RFQ: H–, 665 keV,
LINAC injection
-

H ions accelerated
to 70MeV in LINAC

-

H ion source

Neutrons from Spallation: Charge Stripping

Al2O3 , 0.25 µm
Creation of p+ and
injection into synchrotron

Stripped of electrons
H-  p+

-

H ion source
-

H ions accelerated
to 70MeV in LINAC

Neutrons from Spallation: Synchrotron
p+ accelerated to
800MeV and
bunched into two
0.3µs pulses

Stripped of electrons
H-  p+

-

H ion source
-

H ions accelerated
to 70MeV in LINAC

Neutrons from Spallation: Beam Extraction
p+ accelerated to
800MeV and
bunched into two
0.3µs pulses

p+ “kicked” out into
extracted proton
beam

Stripped of electrons
H-  p+

-

H ion source
-

H ions accelerated
to 70MeV in LINAC

Neutrons from Spallation: Muon and Neutron Production
p+ accelerated to
800MeV and
bunched into two
0.3µs pulses

p+ “kicked” out into
extracted proton
beam

Muon target
Neutron Target:
narrow neutron
pulses produced
by spallation

Stripped of electrons
H-  p+

-

H ion source
-

H ions accelerated
to 70MeV in LINAC

Extracted Proton Beam

Frequency of extraction determines
source repetition frequency (50Hz)
4/5 into TS1, 1/5 into TS2

Spallation Target

~2.5×1013 protons per pulse onto
tungsten target (50 pps)
~15–20 neutrons / proton, ~4×1014
neutrons / pulse
Primary neutrons from spallation:
evaporation spectrum (E ~1 MeV, still
not useful).

Neutron Moderation: From “M” to “m” eV
• Elastic nuclear scattering in a
hydrogenous material.
• Temperature determines
position of moderated “hump.”
eV

meV

• Three moderators: liquid hydrogen (20 K),
methane (100 K), water (315 K).
• Moderation is incomplete, to preserve time
structure of pulse (µsec).
• Number of collisions needed about 10-20.
• Quite inefficient (1/10000 are useful)

Condensed Matter Science at a
Spallation Neutron Source

ISIS Experimental Halls

ISIS Neutron Instruments: Where Atoms Are (Structure)
Diffraction

ISIS Neutron Instruments: What Atoms Do (Dynamics)

spectroscopy

Takes one proton
pulse out of five
(10 Hz, 40 kW)

ISIS Target Station II
Aimed to meet scientific
needs in key areas:
• Soft Matter
• Advanced Materials
• Bio-molecular Science
• Nanoscience

Optimised for cold
neutrons.

2008
Neutronic
performance higher
than TS1
with 1/5 power.

Brief Detour: ISIS Muons
Courtesy of AD Hillier (ISIS)

• High-energy protons collide with carbon nuclei
producing pions.
• Pions decay into spin-polarised muons: π+ → µ+ + νµ
• Muons decay in 2.2µs: µ+ → e+ + νe + νµ
• Positrons are emitted preferentially along direction
of muon spin.

Muons are used as:
• Local magnetic probes (physics).
• Ultralight protons (chemistry).
• A source of neutrinos (MICE experiment).

Brief Detour: Whetting Your Appetite for Muons
“Magneticitry”

Muonium Chemistry

The H+H2 reaction:
the “quark” of
chemistry.
Emergent magnetic
monopoles in “spin
ices”

Nature 461 956 (2009)

Muons give the
effective charge of
these quasiparticles

This is the subject of an
entirely separate talk!

Use of muons as an
ultralight hydrogen
atom to benchmark
our understanding of
chemical reactivity.

Science 331 448 (2011)

Some Metrics for ISIS

~1200 users/yr
~700 experiments/yr
150 days running (50 industry)
~450 publications/yr

(1/3 high impact)

12,000+ publications to date

The Merits of Pulsed Neutrons
Pulsed Sources:
•

Time-of-flight spectrum is
trivially related to neutron
wavelength spectrum.

•

Broad range of neutron
energies (from meV to eV).

•

Tight pulses: good resolution.

•

Multiplexing advantage: broad
range of wavelengths can be
used simultaneously (more
efficient experiments)

•

Source is OFF most of the time
(backgrounds are low).

•

Source repetition frequency
determines dynamic range.

The Anatomy of an Instrument
Beam stop
Collimator, filters, analyzer and detectors
Sample environment

“Primary” - neutron
transport and energy
selection
2 x Standard
choppers 50Hz

Vacuum vessel
Supermirror guide

Vacuum System

“Secondary” - neutron
detection after
scattering

1 x High speed
chopper 300Hz

The Anatomy of a Neutron Instrument: The “Secondary”
Access area

3)Vacuum Vessel

Beam jaws

Analyser
crystals

Detector
arrays

Be filter

Sample

Collimator

Neutronics – Where Science Meets Engineering
JPCS 554 012003 (2014)

EPJ 83 03013 (2015)

x10+ gain

Engineering design & tendering on track.
Aiming for completion in 2016

The “Tertiary” Instrument: Data Mining & Analysis
3)Vacuum Vessel
• Multi-dimensional data sets (5d
and above!).
• New data collection paradigms,
e.g., event mode.
• Extensive use of distributed
computing & computer modelling.

The Advantages of Multiplexing

• Large solid angle coverage
• High count rate
• Extended Q-range

Colossal Thermal Expansion
in Framework Materials

Ag3Co(CN)6

• Liquid methane moderator.
• Primary flight path L1=17.0 m
• Detectors group in 7 banks from
2q=1.1 to 169 degrees.
• ~7290 detectors
• Solid angle 1.1π steradians

Lattice parameter distributions

Science 319, 794 (2008).

Accelerator Upgrade Paths at ISIS

0) Linac and TS-1 refurbishment
1) Linac upgrade, 180 MeV, ~0.5 MW
2) ~3 GeV booster synchrotron: MW target
3) 800 MeV direct injection: 2–5 MW target

Other Large-Scale Facilities: SINQ at PSI
Operating since 1990s in
Switzerland.
Proton cyclotron
590 MeV, 2 mA, 1.2 MW
The exception: continuous neutron
beams (reactor-like).

Other Large-scale Facilities: SNS at Oak Ridge
Operational in USA since 2005
ISIS ‘bigger sister’
LINAC (350m) + ring (250 m)
1 GeV H- superconducting LINAC
185 MeV (first of its kind).
Compressor ring to achieve tight 700
ns pulses.
Liquid Hg target.
Currently operating at 1.4 MW
Second Target (ISIS-like) planned

Other Large-scale Facilities: MLF at J-PARC

Liquid Hg target
Neutrons & muons
Short-pulse like ISIS
and SNS

1 MW+

Under Construction: CSNS in China
Very similar conceptually to ISIS
100 kW at 25 Hz, upgradable to 500 kW
Construction started 2011, aiming for
completion early 2018.

H- LINAC

Under Construction:
European Spallation Source (ESS)
Pan-European effort led by Sweden & Denmark.
Projected costs of 1.8 G€ (10% UK).
Under construction – first neutrons expected 2019.
“Long pulse” (2.8 ms) – optimised for cold-neutron
production, departure from ISIS-like source (“short
pulse”).

2 GeV LINAC (602 m)
62.5 mA, 14 Hz, 5/125 MW average/peak power.
Rotating W target (not liquid Hg).
Same average intensity as high-power research
reactor (ILL, HFIR).
~30x in peak intensity.

Parallel Developments: Compact Sources
Unlike synchrotrons, neutron sources still do not have a small-scale laboratory equivalent

From http://ucans.org
Note: proliferation of smaller sources in
Far East (supporting larger projects).

RANS: RIKEN Accelerator Neutron Source

Be target: direct nuclear reaction (not spallation per se).
Very compact: 15 m long, 2 m wide (size of a neutron instrument at a
large facility)
Sufficient flux for a number of applications in non-destructive testing of
materials, neutronics R&D.
http://rans.riken.jp/en/rans.html

Closer to Home
Frascati Neutron Generator
(ENEA, D acc, 14 MeV, 1011 n/s)
Devoted to fusion research

Beam Test Facility
(DAFNE e- LINAC, Frascati)
Planned for use in materials science

SPES, LENOS
(Legnaro, up to 1014 n/s)
Irradiation &
nuclear physics
Planned

Challenges & Opportunities

There is Plenty of Room at the Bottom –

RP Feynman

The Evolutionary Way
ISIS (UK): hot (1984) & cold (2008)

LENS (USA): cold/ultracold

PSI (Switzerland): warm, cold & ultracold

SNS (US): hot (2007) & cold (under consideration)

Beyond Evolution: ESS
• Intense spallation source optimised for
cold neutrons.
• Specification: 5 MW, 2.8 msec pulses (H
Linac).
• Target station with up to 40
instruments (typical length 200 m).
• Complementary to short-pulse sources
(JPARC, SNS, ISIS).
• Large investment, in construction phase
(Lund Sweden).
• Challenges:
• Power dissipation at 5MW: latest
solution is a rotating tungsten target.
• Instrument concepts largely
untested to fully exploit ‘long pulse.’

Liquid Mercury Targets and the Challenge of MW Sources

Ramping up power above 1 MW has
been a challenge, requiring extensive R&D
(He bubbling to avoid cavitation, etc)

Emerging (Hybrid) Concepts
http://myrrha.sckcen.be/
Construction envisaged 2017-2021
Full operations 2025
Fast-neutron reactor 50-100 MWth.
600 MeV, 4 mA ADS (SC proton LINAC)
Spallation target + multiplying MOX core.
Transmutation & radioactive waste.
Replaces BR2 isotope reactor.
Plans for a similar facility by JAEA (Japan)

960 M€

ADS-based Neutron Facilities

Cost effective solution.
Use of fissile fuel (regulatory implications)

Beyond Spallation

Quantum leap in neutron
production.
Implementation dependent
upon further developments
in fusion technology.

Major Neutron Sources
for Condensed Matter Research
Accelerator-based
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Spallation Neutron Source (USA):
ISIS Pulsed Neutron and Muon Source (UK):
Japan Spallation Neutron Source (Japan):
Swiss Spallation Neutron Source (Switzerland):
Los Alamos Neutron Science Centre (USA):
Low Energy Neutron Source (USA):
European Spallation Source (Sweden):
European Spallation Source (Spain):
China Spallation Neutron Source (China):

neutrons.ornl.gov/facilities/SNS/
www.isis.rl.ac.uk
j-parc.jp/MatLife/en/index.html
www.psi.ch/sinq/
lansce.lanl.gov/
www.indiana.edu/~lens/
ess-scandinavia.eu/
www.essbilbao.com
csns.ihep.ac.cn/english/index.htm

Reactor-based
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Institut Laue-Langevin (France):
NIST Centre for Neutron Research (USA):
FRM-II (Germany):
Bragg Institute (Australia):
High-flux Isotope Reaction (USA):
Laboratoire Léon Brillouin (France):
Berlin Neutron Scattering Centre (Germany):

www.ill.eu/
www.ncnr.nist.gov/
www.frm2.tum.de/en/index.html
www.ansto.gov.au/research/
neutrons.ornl.gov/facilities/HFIR/
www-llb.cea.fr/en/
www.helmholtz-berlin.de

What You Should Remember a Year from Now
• Thermal neutrons are an exquisite probe of condensed
matter.
• Neutrons are hard to produce → need dedicated
facilities.
• Accelerator-based neutron sources:
• Can also produce muons, also a unique probe of
condensed matter.
• Offer higher neutron flux → factors of ~10 justify
new facilities.
• Golden Age for neutron spallation, including
compact sources.
THE FUTURE LOOKS BRIGHT!

This Friday, 83 Years Ago

Questions, while we watch

Come & visit!

Lecture IV: First-principles Materials Modelling
A Primer

Roma, February 2015

Outline [today]
• Fundamentals – Why neutron scattering
• Applications – What neutrons can do for you
• Neutron production – How neutrons are produced and used
• First-principles materials modelling – The missing link!

Outline
•

Why should an experimentalist care?

•

Electronic structure methods: wavefunction vs. density-based .

•

DFT basics, with an emphasis on terminology, some well-known limitations,
and implementation of plane-wave methods (easiest to understand).

•

Physico-chemical properties and the link to experiment.

People love jargon. It is so palpable, tangible, visible, audible; it makes so obvious what one has learned;
it satisfies the craving for results. It is impressive to the uninitiated. It makes one feels one
belongs. Jargon divides People into Us and Them.
M. Buber, “I and Thou”

The Goal of First-principles (ab initio) Calculations

Input

Atomic Numbers

A few approximations

Electronic Structure Problem

(hopefully under control)

(once or many times)

Output

Physical & Chemical Properties

Why First-principles (ab initio) Calculations

•

Predictive simulation
•
•
•

•

Accurate calculation of properties from first principles.
Model development (structure/property relationships).
An integral component of materials design – a full-time job in itself.

Computational “Experiments”
•

•
•

Calculate experimental observables, virtually anything you can
measure (neutron scattering being a very favourable case, as
illustrated in Lectures 1 and 2).
Complement experimental data with sophisticated / detailed models.
Suggest new experiments.

Then and Now
1990s
The ‘Ball-and-stick’ Way

21st Century
In-silico Neutron Scattering

Software packages have reached a level of sophistication whereby experimentalists can also enter the game
(20 years ago, this task was much, much harder).
THE PRIMARY AIM OF THIS PRIMER:
•
Appreciate what is going on “under the hood,” and the associated benefits.
•
Encourage you to get your hands dirty : the more you do, the more you know.

What Is Out There at the Moment
dft.sandia.gov/Quest/DFT_codes.html
www.psi-k.org

Examples shown today have used
CASTEP, VASP, and CRISTAL

Where We Are Heading To

The present

The future

Successes: periodic systems, phononbased calculations.
Challenges: disordered media (catalysis,
energy, liquids)

For More, in the Context of Neutron Scattering

epubs.stfc.ac.uk

In-Silico Neutron Scattering: The Basic Idea

Materials Modelling

To fully exploit neutron data.
f

Model selection using neutron
spectroscopic data.

i
Ω

Time-dependent
Time-independent

Plenty of opportunities ahead.
Interface

Experiment-driven model selection

Experiments

Detailed model analysis
(CDA, ELF, TD-AIM, …)

Back to Square One: The Schrodinger Equation
Any material can be boiled down to a collection of electrons and nuclei

electrons

Obeying the celebrated (timeindependent & non-relativistic)
Schrödinger equation

Ĥ Ψ = E Ψ

nuclei

Hˆ Ψ({ri },{R j }) = E Ψ({ri },{R j })
Where electronic and nuclear variables include BOTH spatial
coordinates and spin.

The Hamiltonian operator describes the total energy of the collection in
the absence of external fields

Hˆ = TˆN + Tˆe + VˆN −N + VˆN −e + Vˆe −e
Including both kinetic and potential (Coulomb) energy terms

h2
ˆ
Te = −
2me

h2
ˆ
TN = −
2

h2
∑j ∇ = − 2m
e
all e

2
j

∂2
∑j ∂r 2
j
all e

∇2i
h2 all N 1 ∂ 2
∑i m = − 2 ∑i m ∂R 2
i
i
i

all N

e2
ˆ
VNN =
4πε 0

all N

i

j >i

Zi Z j
r
−
R
i
j

∑ ∑ Rr

e2
ˆ
VNe = −
4πε 0
e2
ˆ
Vee =
4πε 0

Formally, this solves the problem (!)

all N

all N

all e

i

j

∑ ∑

all e

all e

i

j >i

Z
r i r
Ri − r j
1

∑ ∑ rr − rr
i

j

The underlying physical laws
necessary for the mathematical theory
of a large part of physics and the whole
of chemistry are thus completely
known, and the difficulty is only that the
application of these laws leads to
equations much too complicated to be
soluble.
PAM Dirac (1929)

Nobody understands quantum mechanics
RP Feynman

REALITY CHECK: with the exception of the H atom, the SE equation is a manybody problem (thus, unsolvable).
DEFINITELY, WE NEED APPROXIMATIONS

Important Properties of the Total Wavefunction
•

Wavefunction must be physical, e.g., normalizable
(particles must be somewhere in space).

•

Symmetric/Antisymmetric with respect to exchange of
fermions/bosons (Pauli exclusion principle).
–
–

•

Most important case is the electron (antisymmetric).
Other examples include H (antisymm) or D (symm).

Pauli Principle for electrons implies these are correlated
regardless of other interactions (Coulomb repulsion)
since

Ψ(..., r1,..., r1,...) = 0

Understanding What All This Means
•

Our goal: solve SE for the many-body wavefunction ψ.

•

This object is a highly dimensional object and thus
exceedingly complex:
–
–
–

•

3Ne electron spatial coordinates.
Ne electron spin coordinates.
3NN nuclear spatial coordinates (ignoring nuclear spin).

Let’s work out some numbers for a “simple” molecule
such as benzene (C6H6).

The Benzene Wavefunction
•

Total of 12 nuclei and 42 electrons.

•

Dimensionality of ψ in Cartesian space is 3*(12+42) =162.

•

Removing translations and rotations of the whole system (6
DOFs) does not help much: 162-6=156 (but still practicable)

•

MUCH WORSE for the ELECTRONIC problem: 42! distinct
permutations or ~10+51 terms.

•

How BIG is this number?

Unsurmountable Practicalities
•

Try to store ~10+51 terms as a numerical object for a SINGLE
point in coordinate space (not much after all!!!).

•

Just keeping modest single precision (4 bytes per number), a
typical 2 Gb/cm2 storage capacity would require a surface of
~10+42 Km2.

•

For comparison, the Earth’s surface is ~10+9 Km2 .

THE PROMISED WISDOM HIDDEN IN THE SE IS NOT READILY
ACCESSIBLE IF ONE LOOKS AT ψ.
WE MUST MAKE DO WITH MUCH, MUCH LESS …
Mathematically speaking, we are dealing with a problem like that of the “travelling salesman,” still far from
being solved due to its rather horrible size scaling (see K. Delvin, The Millennium Problems, Ch. 3).

The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
(or the “Dog-Fly” Problem)

Hˆ Ψ({ri },{R j }) = E Ψ({ri },{R j })
•
•
•

mN > 1800me thus nuclei move far more slowly than electrons (e.g., the dog
vs. the fly).
Electrons (the fly) thus follow nucleus (the dog) instantaneously.
Mathematically one writes

Ψ({ri },{R j }) = Ψ N ({R j })Ψ e ({ri })
•
•

where electronic wavefunction only depends “parametrically” on nuclear
coordinates.
Procedure: “clamp” nuclei in place and solve the “electronic problem” (or
forget about the dog!)

Hˆ Ψ e ({ri }) = E Ψ e ({ri })

The Electronic Problem
(or the “Fly” Problem)

Hˆ Ψ e ({ri }) = E Ψ e ({ri })
Nuclear-only terms are either zero or constant

h2
ˆ
Te = −
2me

h2
∑j ∇ = − 2m
e

e2
ˆ
Vee =
4πε 0

all e

all e

i

j >i

all e

2
j

∂2
∑j ∂r 2
j
all e

1

∑ ∑ rr − rr

e2
ˆ
VNe = −
4πε 0

all N

i

all e

j

Electronic kinetic energy

Electron-electron repulsion

j

∑ ∑ Rr
i

Hˆ = Tˆe + VˆNe + Vˆee

i

Zi

r
− rj

“External” potential

Thus the EXTERNAL POTENTIAL (nuclear structure) and the number of electrons
(chemical makeup) determine the problem (within the BO approx).
THIS OBSERVATION IS IMPORTANT TO LAY THE FOUNDATIONS OF DFT

Physico-chemical Properties
•

Structure problem: find nuclear coordinates for which the
TOTAL energy is a minimum (the so-called ground-state
energy, includes what electrons are doing).

•

Once ground-state structure has been found, other
properties follow, e.g., band structure, phonons,
dielectric constant, dipole moment, polarizability, etc.

•

To achieve the above, total wavefunction ψ needs to be
obtained by solving the SE (almost always involving BO
approx).

Hˆ Ψ({ri },{R j }) = E Ψ({ri },{R j })

Time-dependent Properties (Molecular Dynamics)
•

Choose a starting configuration, compute its total
energy, as well as forces acting on ions.

•

Propagate in time:
–
–
–

Use Newton’s equations of motion to compute positions of ions
after a short period of time.
Solve electronic problem, recompute ionic forces and so on.
This approach avoids the use of force fields (great advantage).

Question: for which ions may this approach fail?

Tackling the Electronic Problem
•

USE OF FINITE “BASIS SETS” centered around each
nucleus (e.g., start with atomic orbitals): choice of basis
becomes a crucial point of departure but a hard one to control
if not careful.

•

Electron motion is highly correlated (we face a complicated
many-body problem).
–

–
–

Those electrons with same spin are “kept away” by
antisymmetry requirements from Pauli Exclusion Principle (also
called “exchange correlation” or “Fermi correlation”).
Those with same spin are kept away due to repulsion (Coulomb
correlation).
In practice we can only hope to do this APPROXIMATELY.

Wavefunction-based Electronic Structure Methods
•

Simplest method of practical use: Hartree Fock (1950s)

•

What is done (& assumed) in HF:
–
–

–

Electronic wavefunction is an antisymmetric combination of oneelectron orbitals (so-called Slater determinant).
Replace exact Hamiltonian by that of a set of non-interacting
electrons where each moves in an average field (Mean-field
Theory).
One-electron “orbitals” obey a set of COUPLED differential
equations, whose solution must be obtained ITERATIVELY (socalled SCF or “self-consistent-field” method).

Hartree-Fock and SCF: also important to understand DFT, thus we
need to delve a bit into the details.

The Hartree-Fock Method
Wavefunction is a “Slater determinant” of “spin-orbitals”

Ψ HF =

1

χ1(r1 )
χ1(r2 )

N!

.

χ 2 (r1 ) . χN (r1 )
χ 2 (r2 ) . χN (r2 )
.

.

.

χ1(rN ) χ 2 (rN ) . χN (rN )
“Spin-orbitals” contain both spatial and spin wavefunctions

χ i = φi α

Simple example: two-electron system (the H2 molecule)
Ψ HF (r1, r2 ) =

1 χ1(r1 ) χ 2 (r1 )
= χ1(r1 )χ 2 (r2 ) − χ1(r2 )χ 2 (r1 ) = −Ψ HF (r2 , r1 )
2 χ1(r2 ) χ 2 (r2 )
Need second term to satisfy antisymmetry
requirement (first term is not enough)

The Hartree-Fock Method for Solving SE Equation
“Slater determinant” is our one-electron guess for

Hˆ Ψ HF ({ri }) = E Ψ HF ({ri })

E = Ψ | Hˆ | Ψ ≥ E0

Variational Principle:

To use this principle we vary spin orbitals to minimize E
Hartree-Fock Energy:

EHF = Ψ HF | Hˆ | Ψ HF

The Hartree-Fock Method in Some Detail

EHF = Ψ HF | Hˆ | Ψ HF

Seek to solve:

Which for a Slater-type electronic wavefunction gives:
N

EHF = ∑
i =1

1  e2  N
ˆ
χ i | hi | χ i + 
∑
2  4πε 0  i =1


1
1
| χi χ j − χi χ j |
| χ j χi
 χi χ j |
∑
r
r
j =1 
12
12

N

One-electron
operator

Coulomb

2

Self-interaction
cancels out exactly (i=j)

2

h
e
hˆi = −
∇2i −
2me
4πε 0

all nuclei

Zj

j

rij

∑

χi χ j |

1
1
χ i (r1 )χ j (r2 )dr1dr2
| χ i χ j = ∫ χ i* (r1 ) χ *j (r2 )
r12
r1 − r2

χi χ j |

1
1
| χ i χ j = ∫ χ i* (r1 )χ *j ( r2 )
χ i (r2 )χ j (r1 )dr1dr2
r12
r1 − r2

Exchange





The Hartree-Fock Equations
Apply Variational Theorem & use orthogonality of spin orbitals
N

EHF = ∑
i =1

and

1  e2  N
ˆ
χ i | hi | χ i + 
∑
2  4πε 0  i =1


1
1
| χi χ j − χi χ j |
| χ j χi
 χi χ j |
∑
r
r
j =1 
12
12

N

χ i | χ j = δ ij

To obtain a set of equations for each spin orbital

hˆi + VˆHF  χ i = ε i χ i



all e

with

VˆHF = ∑ Jˆk − Kˆ k
k =1

Coulomb
Exchange



 Jˆk (r1 ) χ i (r1 ) =  χ k* (r2 )χ k ( r2 ) 1 dr2  χ i (r1 )
∫


r12




Kˆ k (r1 ) χ i (r1 ) =  χ k* (r2 )χ i (r2 ) 1 dr2  χ k (r1 )
∫


r12



The Coulomb and Exchange Terms
Coulomb term related to electronic density



 Jˆk (r1 ) χ i (r1 ) =  χ k* (r2 )χ k (r2 ) 1 dr2  χ i (r1 )
∫


r12


all e
all e
ρ (r2 )
1
Jˆk = ∑ ∫ χ k* (r2 )χ k (r2 ) dr2 = ∫
dr2
∑
r12
r12
k =1
k =1
Exchange term leads to NON-LOCAL EXCHANGE POTENTIAL
*

χ (r )χ (r )
−∑ Kˆ k (r1 )χ i (r1 ) = − ∫ ∑ k 2 k 1 χ i (r2 )dr2 = ∫ν X (r1, r2 )χ i (r2 )dr2
r12
k =1
k =1
all e

all e

Such that
exchange potential (hard bit)
ˆ

1
hi + ∫ ρ (r2 ) dr2  χ i + ∫ν X (r1, r2 )χ i (r2 )dr2 = ε i χ i
r12


Hartree term (electron density is important)





Hartree Fock Recap
HF orbitals obey:

ˆ
ρ (r2 ) 
h
dr2  χ i + ∫ν X (r1, r2 )χ i (r2 )dr2 = ε i χ i
+
 i ∫
r12


HF one-electron spin orbitals describe a non-interacting system
under the influence of a mean-field potential made up of a
Coulomb term and a NON-LOCAL exchange potential.
To note:
–
–
–

Electronic density plays a role from the outset.
HF is a mean-field theory and thus breaks down very quickly: F2
is not a molecule, metallic state does not exist, …
Errors in HF approach are due to absence of electron
correlation.

Wavefunction-based Methods Beyond Hartree-Fock
•

Better approximations (so-called “correlated methods”) exist but at a very high
computational cost due to unfavourable scaling (e.g., need a sum of Slater
determinants or “configurations,” or use of perturbation theory).

•

Some examples are: MP2, CISD, CCSD, MRCI which scale as Nx where x>5
[1]. Be aware of these when reading the literature (they are quite common and
useful to benchmark DFT calculations).

•

Some problems:
–
Very flexible descriptions of wavefunction required – hard work.
–
A more expensive calculation or basis set does not guarantee better
results (uncontrolled cancellation of errors, BSSEs, etc).
–
Case-by-case exploration is typically the norm.
–
Extension to large systems (a solid) of practical interest clearly
beyond our reach now and in the foreseeable future.

[1] For an excellent account, see: A Szabo & NS Ostlund, Modern Quantum Chemistry (McGraw-Hill, 1989).

Is it, however, necessary to solve the SE
and determine the wavefunction in order
to compute the ground-state energy?

To what extent can we avoid it?

In a sense, the SE equation is quite
misleading as it invites us to pay close
attention to the wavefunction

Hˆ Ψ({ri },{R j }) = E Ψ({ri },{R j })

The Two Theorems that Changed Everything [1]
Theorem 1
The external potential VNe is uniquely determined by the
density. The total energy is a unique functional of the electron
density (written E[n]).
e2 all N all e Zi
ˆ
VNe = −
∑ ∑j Rr − rr
4πε 0 i
i
j
Theorem 2

The density which minimizes the energy corresponds to
the ground-state density and the minimum energy is the
ground state energy (yet another Variational Principle).
In other words, there is a universal functional E[n] which can
be minimised to obtain the exact ground state density
and energy.
[1] Hohenberg & Kohn, Phys. Rev. B 136, 864 (1964).

What is a Functional?
•

We are all familiar with functions, whereby one establishes a
map or rule between one set of numbers and another, e.g.,
y=f(x).

•

A functional extends this concept to create a map between a
set of functions and a set of numbers, denoted y=F[f(x)].

•

In the context of DFT, y=E (the energy) and f(x)=n (the
electronic density).

•

In fact, you have all been dealing with functionals for quite a
while (e.g., definite integrals)
b

F [g ] = ∫ g ( x )dx
a

where specification of an integrable function g(x) produces
a number defined in terms of the contants a and b.

The Energy Functional
Hˆ Ψ e ({ri }) = E Ψ e ({ri })

Electronic SE

Hˆ = Tˆe + Vˆee + VˆNe

Electronic Hamiltonian

VˆNe = Vˆext

Conventionally

to emphasize its “external” character
in the electronic problem

E [n ] = T [n ] + Eee [n ] + Eext [n ]

Total energy is given by

From SE equation, “external” part follows

)
Eext [n ] = ∫ Vext n(r )dr

with

e2
ˆ
Vext = −
4πε 0

all N

all e
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r
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Kinetic and electron-electron functionals are a priori unknown.
Need to approximate them intelligently.

The Kohn-Sham Approach [1]
First (and most popular) way to approximate unknown functionals.
Essence: introduce a fictitious system of N non-interacting electrons
described by a single determinant (Slater-type) wavefunction in N
“orbitals”. FORMALLY IDENTICAL TO HARTREE-FOCK.
In this non-interacting system, both kinetic energy and electron
density can be obtained exactly from the orbitals.
h2
ˆ
Ts = −
2me
all e

all e

∑φ

i

Note: this KE is fictitious

j

ρ (r ) = ∑ | φi |2
j

| ∇2 | φi

Note: this construction immediately ensures
that it is “legal” (obeys Pauli Exclusion
Principle)

[1] Kohn & Sham, Phys. Rev. A 140, 1133 (1965).

Recall expression for Hartree-Fock energy
N

EHF = ∑
i =1

1  e2  N
ˆ
χ i | hi | χ i + 
∑
2  4πε 0  i =1


1
1
| χi χ j − χi χ j |
| χ j χi
 χi χ j |
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12
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N

Coulomb term is
related to densities





Exchange is not

We thus treat Coulomb correlation separately (it is an important term)

1  e2  n(r1 )n(r2 )
EH [ n ] = 
dr1dr2
∫
r12
2  4πε 0 

“Hartree”
term

And the energy functional E[n] is rewritten as

E [n ] = Ts [n ] + EH [n ] + Eext [n ] + E XC [n ]
where we have introduced the “exchange-correlation” functional EXC

E XC [n ] = [T [n ] − Ts [n ]] + [Eee [n ] − EH [n ]]
(“exchange-correlation” is somewhat of a misnomer, but never mind)

What is EXC?
E XC [n ] = [T [n ] − Ts [n ]] + [Eee [n ] − EH [n ]]
The exchange correlation functional is the error made when using
–
–

A non-interacting kinetic energy term.
Assuming that electron-electron interactions are classical (no
exchange).
IT CONTAINS ALL REMAINING UNCERTAINTIES

With this functional for the total energy in terms of the electronic
density we can now
–
–
–

Apply the Variational Theorem.
Use the KS orbitals which minimise the total energy to construct the
electronic density n.
Formally identical to the HF approach where the non-local exchange
potential is replaced by a local exchange-correlation potential.

The Kohn-Sham Equations
 h2 2 ˆ

n(r2 )
ˆ
∇ + Vext + ∫
dr2 +VXC  φi = ε i φi
−
r12
 2me

where VXC is a local potential defined as the functional derivative of EXC wrt to the
density.

δ E XC [n]
VˆXC =
δn

KS Equations are solved iteratively until self-consistency is reached.
The procedure does not involve approximations, EXCEPT for the precise form of EXC.
Conversely, if we knew EXC[n], we could solve for the exact ground-state energy and
density EXACTLY, FOR ANY SYSTEM .

THE KS Equations ARE AT THE HEART OF ALL DFT CODES

Hierarchy of Contributions to the Total Energy
Our ignorance about how to solve SE appears to have been
swept into a single term EXC accounting for the hard bits (e.g.,
electron exchange and correlation).

Does this help?
•

Exchange is small,
correlation even smaller.

•

Thus, a smart choice in
most cases.

•

A reasonable approx to EXC
is likely to provide a good
description of total energy.

Valence Energy of Mn Atom

Exchange
Correlation

Courtesy of Dr K Refson

Remarks on DFT and KS Equations
•

Correspondence between electron density and energy of the real vs. noninteracting system is ONLY EXACT if the exact functional is known.

•

In this sense, KS Method is EMPIRICAL: need to guess EXC.
•
We do not know it.
•
We do not know even know how to systematically approach it.

•

However
•
We can work it out in a number of systems for which solutions are
known.
•
From this, we can have good approximations to the functional.
•
And use it in an UNBIASED & PREDICTIVE manner.

•

Computational cost: traditionally it has been N3 but recent progress is making
it drop towards N (can do larger systems).

Functionals: The Uniform Electron Gas
Collection of N electrons in a uniformly positive background (to keep things
neutral).
It is an old problem (uniform electron gas):
–
Kinetic energy, Thomas & Fermi (1927).
–
Exchange, Dirac (1930).
–
Coulomb part (numerical, QMC [1])
KE and X terms suggest an ansatz for EXC in
inhomogeneous (real) systems as an
integral over a local function of the
charge density.

E xc [n ] = ∫ n(r )ε XC (n(r ))dr
[1] Ceperly & Alder, Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 566 (1980).

5
2

T [n ] = CKE ∫ n (r )dr
4
3

E x [n ] = −C X ∫ n (r )dr

Functionals: The Local Density Approximation
Simplest approximation: at every point in space, use the value of the density
that the uniform gas would have (LDA).
εxc(n) can then be taken as a sum of exchange and Coulomb correlation
terms

ε XC (n ) = ε X (n ) + ε C (n )
ε C (n )

and

with

ε x (n ) = −C X n

1
3

(Dirac)

E xc [n ] = ∫ n(r )ε XC (n(r ))dr

Ceperly & Alder

n

r

εxc(n)

How Good is the LDA?
ORIGINAL PREDICTION (Kohn & Sham 1965): “We do not expect an
accurate description of chemical bonding.”
Extensive computational experimentation in the past 30+ years shows
REMARKABLE SUCCESS:
–
–

Good description of covalent, metallic, and ionic bonds.
Not adequate for:
–
–

Hydrogen bonds (relatively weak).
Van der Waals interaction (London dispersion): but this is a problem with DFT in general.

Common problems:
–
–
–

Energy differences between very different structures.
Binding energies are typically OVERESTIMATED.
Energy barriers for diffusion/chemical reactions can be very small.

Functionals Beyond LDA: GGA
LDA is the zeroth approximation to the density (sort of a 80-for-20 answer).
To go beyond, need to account for the spatial variation of the density.
Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) is the most popular of these
approaches.
GGA functional is of the form:

E xc [n ] = ∫ n(r )ε XC (n, ∇n )dr
Approximations are made separately for Exchange & Coulomb terms, usually
involving empirical parameters from fits to large sets of accurate
calculations on atoms. Some examples are:
–
–

Coulomb: LYP (1988), PW91 (1991), P86 (1986) …
Exchange: BPW91, BLYP, …

Functionals Beyond GGA: Meta-GGA
Simply, include the second derivatives in your description

E xc [n ] = ∫ n(r )ε XC (n, ∇n, ∇2n,τ )dr
where τ is the “kinetic energy density”

1
τ = ∑ ∇φi
2 i

2

Hybrid Functionals
If electron-electron interactions are switched off from the problem, one
recovers the Hartree-Fock answer.
The above suggests that the GGA functional can be used to improve our
ansatz for the exact exchange-correlation functional.
A reasonable, first-order approximation is given by

GGA
E xc [n ] = α EHF + β E xc
With α and β determined by reference to exact results (e.g., fit to a data
set including ionization potentials, proton affinities, total energies).
B3LYP is the most popular one (particularly amongst chemists): binding
energies, geometries, and frequencies are systematically improved
with respect to GGA.

The Kohn-Sham Equations (Recap)
 h2 2 ˆ 
∇ + Veff  φi = ε i φi
−
 2me


Single-particle equations:

Vˆeff = Vˆext +VˆH +VˆXC

Effective potential:
External potential

e2
−
4πε 0

all N

all e

i

j

∑ ∑ Rr

i

Zi

r
− rj

Hartree term

n(r2 )
∫ r12 dr2

Exchange-correlation
The big unknown:
LDA, GGA, meta-GGA, …

Single-particle orbitals can always be represented in a
convenient BASIS SET.

Basis Sets
•

The traditional choice: start with atomic orbitals, so-called
“LCAO basis” (linear combination of atomic orbitals).
• It makes “physical sense.”
• Expected to describe well core electrons (those not
participating in chemical bonding).
• But it is an ARBITRARY choice after all.

•

Mathematically, we can use ANY complete (orthonormal)
basis set as starting point.

•

For solid-state problems with translational invariance (welldefined k), PLANE WAVES are a convenient choice.

Plane Waves
For a given electronic orbital

r ikr⋅rr r
r
φi (r ) = ∫ φi (k )e dr

where φ (k) is the Fourier transform of φ (r).

Very familiar expression to many, e.g., diffraction, image or signal
processing, or FT-IR if r is replaced by time ...
Fourier transformation is computationally efficient (FFT algorithms).
Also, certain operations are easier to do in k/r space.
In addition, for a periodic system:

φi ,k (r ) = ui ,k (r )eik ⋅r

BLOCH’s THEOREM
u(r) has periodicity of unit cell

Plane Waves: How Many?
Plane-wave basis functions are of the form:

φi ,k (r ) = ∑ ui ,k (G )ei ( k +G )r
G

for reciprocal lattice vectors G, k
spanning 1st Brillouin zone.

E.g., φi,k(G) is the k component of the ith electronic orbital.
ui,k(G) are simply expansion coefficients (constants).
In principle, we need an infinite number of terms.
PLANE-WAVE ENERGY CUTOFF (a convergence parameter)

Ecutoff ≥

(

h2 k 2 + G 2
2me

)

or length scale:

λcutoff =

h
2meEcutoff

The Performance of DFT Functionals
“Functional Design:” two schools of thought
–
–

Puristic: use the properties of the functional to determine its form and
shape (including parameters).
Pragmatic: come up with a functional form, introduce lots of parameters to
be fitted against experimental data or accurate calculations (empirical).

THIS IS A USEFUL DISTINCTION IN ASSESSING PERFORMANCE FOR
A PARTICULAR PROBLEM.
Characteristics of some popular functionals:
–
–

BLYP, PBE, PKZB: virtually “ab-initio.”
HCTH, VS98: heavily parameterised (large molecular training sets).

Some tabulations/benchmarks:
– Kurth, Perdew & Blaha, Int. J. Quantum Chemistry 75, 889 (1999).
– Adamo, Ernzerhof & Scuseria, J. Chem. Phys. 112, 2643 (2000).

DFT Functionals: Benchmarking (I)
•
•

•
•

LDA or GGA bond lengths in solids
at the few % level.
Heavily parameterised functionals
biased towards isolated molecules
(training sets).
Lightly parameterized functionals are
more transferable.
Bulk modulus and vib freq.: GGA
(~10%) better than LDA. VG98 >
PBE-GGA.

Mean absolute value of the average error

•
•
•

LDA overbinds by 20-30%
GGA: significant improvements.
Highly parameterized HCTH a bit better than
PBE and BLYP.
Meta-GGA: 2-3% error (3-5 kcal/mol, thus
“chemical” accuracy)
Maximum errors can be large (30-40
kcal/mol for “difficult systems”).

•
•

DFT Functionals: Benchmarking (II)

Useful rule of thumb: GGA is always a good starting point (but always check!).
But before delving into the unknown …
–
–

Be aware of common features of a particular functional.
If possible, compare to experiment.

DFT Functionals: Some Suggestions
•

LDA:
•
•

•

GGA:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Covalent systems.
Simple metals.

Molecules.
Hydrogen-bonded materials.
Highly varying electronic densities (d and f orbitals).
Complex metals.
Most magnetic systems.

Non-local sX / empirical LDA+U Band gaps (with care).
•

Complex magnetic systems.

PLEASE NOTE: VdW materials not listed

Advantages of DFT
•

It is quite forgiving to the uninitiated or non-dedicated person (e.g., an
experimentalist):
•
•

Choice of functional largely determines quality of calculation
Parameters: relatively few; easy to ascertain convergence.

•

Good scaling with system size (particularly with plane-wave basis
sets).

•

Allows calculations on large systems (particularly if periodic; more next
lecture)

•

Large data base to compare with / benchmark your calculation (first
thing to do is to check the literature for similar systems; DFT
publication rate at present +10,000 papers/year).
Efficient & unbiased tool to model materials properties.

What is missing in DFT?
•

Van der Waals interactions (mutual electronic polarization due to induced-dipoleinduced-dipole interactions): very weak. These are not included in ANY existing
approximation to Exc.
VERY CAREFUL WITH MOLECULAR SOLIDS AND SOFT MATERIALS
(e.g., graphite)

•

Excited states:
•
DFT, as explained today, is a ground-state theory.
•
Time-dependent DFT can overcome this limitation (in its infancy but watch out
for progress in this area)

•

Non-adiabatic processes (breakdown of the BE approx; a universal limitation):
•
Non-radiative electronic transitions.
•
Jahn-Teller systems (symmetry forces electron-nuclear coupling).
•
Superconductivity (electron-phonon coupling)

•

Self-interaction problem: each electron lives in field created by all electrons, including
itself (need so-called SIC-DFT methods). This is not a problem in HF Theory where
cancellation is exact.

•

Still hard: extended magnetism & associated magnetic excitations (magnons).

From Energies to Properties: Geometry Optimization
•

All our work so far assumed a given structure (e.g., as obtained from
experimental data), for which we can calculate the electronic problem (singlepoint-energy calculation).

•

However, the DFT ground state does not necessarily correspond to the true
ground state, e.g., this ground state will also change with the level of theory
(and convergence parameters).

•

Thus, it is likely we have been doing calculations on a strained sample!

•

The way out of this problem:
•
•
•
•

•

Calculate electronic energy for an initial (guess) structure.
Modify ionic positions (and/or unit-cell parameters).
Recalculate energy.
Iterate till minimum is found (usually closest minimum, not necessarily the absolute
minimum).

Agreement with experiment is typically on the order of a percent or better.

Geometry Optimization: What One Gets

•

Cell dimensions, bond lengths & angles

•

Which structure is most stable (phase diagrams)

•

Bulk moduli & elastic constants.

•

A gateway to materials’ properties: phonons, dielectric
contants, etc on the GROUND-STATE structure.

Geometry Optimization: How It Works
•

Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (frozen nuclei),
need to find global energy minimum dictated by geometry of
ions → Multidimensional optimization Problem.

How to do it:
•
•

Simplest approach: Steepest-descent Methods.
More sophisticated: Damped Molecular Dynamics, Conjugate
Gradients, BFGS.

•

Caveat: all of above will find minima, but not necessarily the
ABSOLUTE minimum. Always need to check for this (and this
might not be easy).

Properties, at Last
With a properly converged structure we can now access ground-state
properties such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic band structure (and density of states).
Optical properties (refractive index, dielectric constants).
Phonons (dispersion & density of states).
IR spectra.
NMR spectra.
Thermodynamic properties.
Even STM profiles (which I have not tried myself in detail but
looks interesting).

Silicon: Primitive Cell, LDA Approximation

CASTEP Band Structure
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Silicon: Electronic Density of States
Can also calculate partial DOS (s, p, d, f bands in a solid).
CASTEP Partial Density of States

Density of States (electrons/eV)
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LDA Silicon: Optical Properties
Literature

Access to reflectivity, absorption, refractive
index, dielectric properties, conductivity for
polarized, unpolarized and polycrystalline
systems.
CASTEP Optical Properties
Scissors operator= 0 eV, Instrumental smearing : 0.1 eV
Calculation geometry: Polycrystalline

LDA Silicon

Refractive Index
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

From: MA Green & MJ Keevers, “Optical Properties of
Intrinsic Silicon at 300K”, Progress in Photovoltaics
Research and Applications, Vol. 3, pp. 189-192, 1995.
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Vibrational Spectra (Density of States)
CASTEP Density of Phonon States

Density of Phonon States (1/cm-1)
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[1] P. F. Bernath, The spectroscopy of water vapour: Experiment, theory and applications, Phys. Chem.
Chem. Phys. 4, 1501 (2002). Also see http://www.lsbu.ac.uk/water/vibrat.html (very comprehensive!)

Phonon Calculations in a Bit More Detail
•

Total energy (electronic + nuclear) is central quantity
•
•
•
•

And it is a function of nuclear positions about the equilibrium geometry.
At equilibrium first derivatives (forces) are zero.
In the harmonic approximation, only second derivatives exist.
Knowledge of 2nd derivative matrix (Hessian) provides us with
»
»

•

Normal-mode frequencies (directly accessible from experiment).
Eigenvectors (experiment can only provide partial projections).

Three common methods:
•
•
•

“Frozen-phonon.”
Finite displacement.
Supercell method.

Finite Displacement
•

What is done:
•
•
•

•

Execute small displacements, one ion at a time.
Use single-point energy calculations to evaluate forces on every ion.
Compute derivative of force wrt displacement to get second
derivatives and associated frequencies.

Remarks:
•
•

Only need 6 energy calculations per ion – why?
General method (but can take advantage of symmetry as well).

From Phonons to Thermodynamic Properties
Once phonon dispersion relations are known (supercell or
interpolation methods), Free Energy can be calculated as an
integral over k

hω(k ) 
A(T ) = E + kBT ∑ log 2sinh

2kBT 
k


Beware: electronic part is not calculated as function of T.

Periodic Solids and Phonon Dispersion: Silicon

CASTEP Phonon Dispersion
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Silicon: Phonon DOS and Thermodynamics
CASTEP Density of Phonon States

Density of Phonon States (1/cm-1)
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In-Silico Neutron Scattering

Materials Modelling

To fully exploit neutron data.
f

Model selection using neutron
spectroscopic data.

i
Ω

Time-dependent
Time-independent

Plenty of opportunities ahead.
Interface

Experiment-driven model selection

Experiments

Detailed model analysis
(CDA, ELF, TD-AIM, …)

Some Neutron Observables
Amenable to Calculation
(back to Lectures 1 and 2)

Simplest Neutron Observable: Regular & Time-averaged Structure
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K-GIC Energy Scan
CASTEP, GGA-PBE
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H2 K-GIC Energy Scan
CASTEP, GGA-PBE
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-2982.0

• DFT can reproduce
experimental data quantitatively.
• Significant expansion of graphite
c-axis is significant
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Neutron Diffraction
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More Complex Materials
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Neutron Observables: Vibrations in Solids

Extensively used for hydrogen-containing systems.
Direct measure of vibrational density of states, quite unique to neutrons

Complex Materials

From Vibrations to Atomic Thermometry
4.4
(H2)xKC24, 0-degree geometry
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Vibrations

detector
J ( y ; qˆ )
•
•
•

Calculations to dissect Compton profiles.
Access to adsorbate-adsorbate interactions.
Molecular alignment smeared by NQEs.

Structure & motion

Faraday Disc 151 95-115 (2011).
Phys Rev B 83 134205 (2011).

Neutron Observables: Coherent Vibrations in Solids

And DDCS

One-phonon
structure factor

Low-energy cage modes of
heavy atoms in skutterudites.
Microscopic understanding of
thermoelectrics.

Koza et al., Nat Mater 7 805(2008).

3.0

Molecular Rotations
Scattered Intensity (arb. units)

Solid Hydrogen
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• (0→1) rotational transition is purely
incoherent & strong (strong for neutrons
but optically forbidden)
• M-level splitting of J=1 state is a
sensitive probe of local environment.

Rotational Levels in Presence of Angular Potential
Free diatomic rotor

YJM (Θ,φ ) = JM

with

J ' M ' Hrot JM = Brot J (J + 1)δ J ' J δ M ' M

Additional hindering potential

Htotal = Hrot + V (Θ,φ )

with

J ' M ' Htot JM = Brot J (J + 1)δ J ' J δ M ' M +

∑V

V (Θ,φ ) =

JV MV

YJV MV (Θ,φ )

JV MV

∑V
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J ' M ' YJV MV (Θ,φ ) JM
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J ' M ' YJV MV (Θ,φ ) JM = ( −1)M '
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4π
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M

Pinning H2 along an Axis or a Plane
Lowest-order term for a homonuclear diatomic:

Free Rotation on Plane

V (Θ,φ ) = VΘ sin2 Θ

Libration along axis

M=0 (1)

M= ±1

M=±1 (2)

M=0

H2 Potential Energy Landscape

Experiment

Calculation

200
Θ scan, phi=0 (perp c-axis)
Θ scan, phi=90 (par c-axis)
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Quantitative agreement in barrier height

Structure & Dynamics Beyond Vibrations

Atomic trajectories from MD
simulations

Intermediate scattering function

and dynamic structure factors

Molecular Dynamics without Force Fields
Time-dependent
structure (movie)

Temporal correlations

Time-averaged pair
correlations
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Can you think what we might be missing here?

Beyond Experimental Observables

Charge density difference

Electron localization function

Bonding analysis

Molecular Transport
From temporal correlations,
to neutronic response.

Model selection & validation

Quantum Thermometry: Path Integral Molecular Dynamics

Experiment
Calculation

Direct assessment of nuclear quantum effects in condensed matter.
NOTE: real-time quantum molecular dynamics still a challenge.

Where To Go From Here …
Recent:
•
•

J Kohanoff, “Electronic Structure Calculations for Solids & Molecules: Theory & Computational Methods,” Cambridge
University Press (2006). Relatively concise & quite informative
RM Martin, “Electronic Structure: Basic Theory and Practical Methods,” Cambridge University Press (2004).
Comprehensive & extensively documented.

Useful & Didactical:
•
•

W Koch & MC Holthausen, “A Chemist’s Guide to Density Functional Theory,” Wiley-VCH (2002). Theory behind DFT
covered in some detail; quite some emphasis on isolated molecules (quantum chemical applications).
AP Sutton, “Electronic Structure of Materials,” Oxford Science Publications (1996). Excellent introductory book to the
electronic structure of materials.

A Bit Outdated but Still Authoritative:
•
•
•

RM Dreizler and EKU Gross, “Density Functional Theory,” Springer Verlag (1990).
RG Parr and W Yang, “Density Functional Theory of Atoms and Molecules,” Oxford University Press (1989).
A Szabo & NS Ostlund, “Modern Quantum Chemistry: Introduction to Advanced Electronic Structure Theory,” McGrawHill (1989). The “Bible” of wavefunction-based electronic structure methods (Hartree-Fock and beyond).

IF YOU ARE AN EXPERIMENTALIST, GOOD IDEA TO TALK TO COMPUTATIONAL
SCIENTIST ABOUT YOUR SPECIFIC PROBLEM, TO GET YOU GOING.

Recap
• Fundamentals – Why neutron scattering
• Applications – What neutrons can do for you
• Neutron production – How neutrons are produced and used
• First-principles materials modelling – No longer the missing link!

Tomorrow, 83 Years Ago

Grazie!

